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PREFACE TO TWELFTH EDITION.

This edition introduces much new matter thought useful, and

revises, to a considerable extent, the data of the prior edition,

to conform to current practice and a wider range of structural

products.

The table of steel ingots is greatly amplified by the addition of

more sizes and styles.

Cuts and properties of many new sections are introduced,

among which are bulb angles, top-guard bulb angles, 3-inch and

4-inch channels for cars, 12-inch ship channels, and some

seventeen T-bars of considerable range in dimensions.

Three sizes of rolled steel car stakes are also included.

Drawings and tabulations of standard ship sections including

ship channels, bulb angles and one Z-bar hatch section, to-

gether with the equal leg and unequal leg angles selected as

standards for ship building, which were adopted on November

20, 1918, are now given.

Rolled safety floor plates and buckle plates are newly listed

in most convenient sizes.

In view of well-recognized practice, the standard connection

angles formerly shown have been superseded by new standards

and all tables relating thereto are correspondingly modified.

Additional new tables believed of value have been incor-

porated. These refer to Flat and Corrugated Steel Sheeting;

Roof Truss Dimensions and Stresses; Moments of Inertia of

Rectangles; Sizes of Wrought Spikes and Wood Screws; Wire

Gauges shown in Combined Table; Decimal Equivalents of Non-

Binary Fractions; Square Roots and Cube Roots of Fractions;

Weights of Circular Steel Plates; Trigonometrical Formulse;

Squares and Cubes of Numbers and Fractional Intervals; Com-
binations and Factors of ir\ Relations in Circular Segments;
Volumes and Surfaces of Solids; Minutes and Seconds expressed

in Decimals of a Degree and vice versa; Metric and Customary
Measure Conversions, etc.

The tables of weights for various substances and materials

have been considerably augmented.

Specifications for Structural and Boiler Steel have undergone

slight revision to bring these up to date.
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GENERAL INFORMATION.

Our products are principally steel, made by the Bessemer or

Open Hearth process, as required, and of all qualities from the

softest rivet stock to high carbon special spring material.

Our Beams and Channels are made to conform to the American

Standards, adopted January, 1896, In which the flanges have a

uniform slope of one to six, and the dimensions, proportions and

weights are determined by a regular schedule, as shown on the

diagrams on pages 28 and 29. The standard proportions of

beams and channels are further shown on page 27.

The principal structural angles now made are limited in num-
ber to conform to the American Standards, as revised May 21,

1910, and include eight base, or a total of fifty-four sizes for equal

leg angles, and nine base, or a total of fifty-seven sizes of unequal

leg angles, all varying in thickness by one-sixteenth inch, as shown
on pages 17 and 18 and tables herein. It is believed that these

standard angles include a sufficient range of sizes to meet all usual

structural requirements, but, at the same time, we will continue

the manufacture of angles of special sizes and proportions for

those who require them, as shown on page 19.

The weights of angles, now given, are those adopted as Amer-
ican Standards in May, 1910.

The standard ship sections adopted November 20, 1918, com-

prising ship channels, bulb angles and one Z-bar hatch section

are now shown and tabulated herein for the first time, and these

standards also include certain equal leg and unequal leg angles,

which were adopted on the same date, as standards for ship

building, all of which are shown and indicated herein by a dagger.

Although the drawings of standard structural sections herein

show the minimum sizes, the drawings of standard bulb angles
and ship channels are made to indicate the sizes of tha British

standard sections, which form the basis of these ship section

standards.

During the time when rolls are being prepared for the new

ship channels and bulb angles, our older sections of these shapes
shown herein will be furnished, but as the new rolls become ready,
the standard sections will be supplied and the prior shapes will

be obsolete.

The method of increasing the sectional area of shapes from the
minimum "or base sizes to intermediate and maximum sizes, is
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shown approximately on page 26. For beams and channels the

increase from the minimum adds equally to the web thickness and

flange width, the weight of the increase being equal to that of a

plate of the same depth as the section, and of a thickness equal
to the increase of the dimensions stated.

The method of increasing the thickness of angles from the mini-

mum has the effect of adding to the length of the legs, as shown
on page 26, so that for intermediate and maximum sizes the legs

will be somewhat longer than the minimum or nominal dimen-

sions, except in the cases for which we have finishing grooves.
The plates of drawings of sections, pages 2 to 26 inclusive, show
the minimum or base sizes of the various shapes, except in cases

of standard ship channels and bulb angles as heretofore noted.

Sections shown on the plates or lists for which more than one

weight is stated can be rolled of different thicknesses to produce
the stated weights. Others for which only one weight is given
cannot be varied. Each section shown herein is numbered, both

in the plates and tables, for convenience in reference and ordering.

I-Beams and Channels should be ordered of weights shown in

the tables. Orders and inquiries concerning 12 in. 40 lb., 15 in.

60 lb., and 15 in. 80 lb. I-Beams should also specify these by
Section Number.

Orders for angles and plates should specify either the thickness

or the weight, but not both.

Orders for universal or edged plates should specify the width

and thickness in inches and the length in feet and inches, whereas
orders for sheared plates should give all the dimensions in inches.

All weights are stated in pounds per lineal foot of section, except
in the table of rails on page 214, in which the weights are given in

pounds per yard, as is customary. Weights of rolled sections are

calculated on the basis of 489.6 pounds per cubic foot of steel, and
3.4 times the sectional area in square inches equals the weight in

pounds per lineal foot. In calculating the weights, areas, and prop-
erties of I-Beams, Channels, and Angles for the lists and tables here-

with, the fillets and smaller rounded corners were not considered.

The dimensions of all steel material herein are theoretical, as

they are subject to customary rolling variations.

Structural Angles, I-Beams and Channels, unless otherwise

ordered, will be cut to length with variation not to exceed f inch
more or less than that specified. For cutting to exact lengths,
or with less variation than f inch, an extra price will be charged.

All sections shown herein are steel.
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CAMBRIA STEEL COMPANY PRODUCTS.

STRUCTURAL STEEL WORE.
Finished Steel Work for Buildings, including Beams,
Girders, Columns, Roof Trusses, etc., fitted complete and
ready for erection.

STEEL CARS.

Gondola, Hopper-Gondola, Hopper, Flat, Tank, Mine, etc.,
. Underframes and Trucks.

Freight, Passenger, Electric and Industrial Car Wheels.
Draft Gears, Forged and Pressed Steel Car Parts.

STEEL RAILS.

Steel T-Rails, 12 Ibs. to 150 Ibs. per yard.
Angle, Plain and Special Type Splice Bars.
Standard and Special Track Bolts and Nuts.
For detailed information, see Rail and Splice Catalogue.

STEEL AXLES.

Passenger Car, Freight Car, Tender Truck, Engine Truck,
Driving, Electric Car, Street Car, Mine Car, etc.

CRANK PINS, PISTON RODS, BRIDGE PINS.

Made to any requirement.

MACHINE BOLTS, NUTS, RIVETS, AND PIPE OR TANK BANDS
WITH ROLLED THREADS.

FORGINGS.

Axles, Crank Pins, Piston Rods and Forgings in general
furnished of carbon steel, annealed, or treated by our Coffin

toughening process (patented) as specified.
Crank Pins and Piston Rods also furnished oil-tempered and
annealed; other small Forgings will be, if desired.
For small car forgings and pressed steel parts, see list on pages
30 and 31 herein.

ANNULAR ROLLED SECTIONS.

Car Wheels, Crane Track Wheels, Blanks for Cylindrical
Wheels, Gears, Sprockets, Band Wheel Flanges, Pipe
Flanges, Bevel Rollers, and Automobile Fly Wheels, etc.
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MERCHANT BAB STEEL.

Including Tire, Toe Calk, Machinery, Automobile Spring,
Carriage Spring, Baby Carriage Spring, Railroad Spring,
Hoe, Rake, Fork, Forging, Bolt, Rivet, etc.

Special Sections.

Automobile and Motor Truck Rim Sections.

STEEL SPECIALTIES.

Mine Ties, Fence Posts, Reinforcing Bars, etc.

AGRICULTURAL STEEL AND SHAPES.

Finger Bars, Knife Backs, Rake Teeth, Bundle Carrier

Teeth, Tedder Forks and Springs, Spring Harrow Teeth,
Harrow (Drag) Teeth, Seat Springs, etc.

PLOW STEEL.

Bars and Slabs (Pen and Pernot), Flat Plow Shapes, Digger
Blades, Hammered Lay, Rolled Lay, etc.

COLD ROLLED AND COLD DRAWN STEEL.

Rounds, Squares, Hexagons, Flats, Shafting and Special
Shapes.

STEEL DISCS WITH ROLLED BEVEL.

10" to 20" diameter dished for Harrows, Drills, Culti-

vators, etc.

23" to 2SJ4" diameter dished for Plows.
8" to 26" diameter flat for Rolling Coulters.

PRESSED STEEL SEATS FOR AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS.

WIRE RODS, WIRE AND WIRE PRODUCTS.
Wire Rods. Bolt, Screw and Rivet Wire.

Bright and Annealed Wire.
Galvanized Coiled Steel Spring Wire.
Barbed Wire, Galvanized or Painted.
Wire Nails, Bright or Galvanized.
Cement Coated Nails.

Fence Wire and Wire Fence. Fence and Poultry Netting:

Staples.
. Bale Ties Single Loop.

NON-STEEL PRODUCTS.
Cinder, Slag and Coal Derivatives.
Limestone Ballast and Screenings.

FOR PRODUCTS NOT LISTED HEREIN, SEE SPECIAL
CATALOGUES.
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\ WT.

i VM!

ilr

[R

STANDARD BEAMS.

B.25
18.00. 20.25. 22.75. AND 25.25 LBS.

B.29
WT. 21. 25. 30. AND 35 LBS.

/J. g .

__L/

B.33
WT. 25. 30. 35 AND 40, LBS.

.31"

B.41
WT. 31. 5, 35 AND 40 LBS.

A.
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BEAMS.

SPECIAL 12
;/BBAM.

STANDARD 15"BEAM.

46
" B. 105

WT. 40, 45. 50
AND 55 LBS.

-2.395'

lo

r*

41 B. 53
WT. 42. 45. 50. 55

AND 60 LBS.

h- -5.50^
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SPECIAL BEAMS.

.90"

B. 113

WT. 80. 85. 90. 95

AND 100 LBS.

---2.80" >{

B. 109

WT. 60. 65. 70. 78

AND 80 LBS.

-6.00*--
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STANDARD BEAMS.

B. 65
WT. 55. 60. 65 AND 70 LBS.

-2.77--*

H 6.00'-
>\
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BEAMS.

SPECIAL 20"BEAM

STANDARD 20"BEAM

>o-<
B ' 73

WT. 65. 70 AND 75 LBS.

<-2.875''>

,eo" B. 121

WT. 80. 85. 90. 05

AND 100 LBS.

U 7.00- >l
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STANDARD BEAMS.

50"

B.89
WT. 80. 88. 90. 95 AND 100 LBS.

3.25*-*!
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SPECIAL BEAMS.

L-E

B. 127

WE. 108, 110 AND 115 LBa
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STANDARD CHANNELS.
0.5

WT. 4. AND 6 LBS.
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N

STANDARD CHANNELS,

0.29

WT. 13.25. 15. 20 AND 25 LBS.

.23"

-9"--

0.33

WT. 15. 20, 25, 30 AND 35 LBS.

\24"

joj.24"

0.41
WT. 20.5. 25. 30. 35 AND 40 LBS.

H.28"

SPECIAL CHANNEL

\L
G 95

g WT. 32. 35, 37. 40. 45. 50 AND 55 LBS. g

-13-
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CHANNELS-

SPECIAL 18 OHANKEL

k 3.30----H

I

I

_!_

STANDARD 15' CHANNEL

fc --3.00? H

T

0.65
WT. 45. 50. 55

AND 60 LBa

.47'

0.53t
WT. 33. 35. 40, 45.

50. AND 55 LBa

.40"

k-- 3.40-^!

t Standard Ship Section.

!*- 3.77" -H
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SPECIAL AND SHIP CHANNELS.

BRAKE BEAM
CHANNEL.

j K-.255'

CAR
CHANNEL.

a72
WT.10.1LB8.

3

.394" j
t t

0.86t
WT. 15,3 AND 17. 7 LBS.

-34 .44

: -ftl'

t

W.48"
0.88

WT. 19, 21.6 AND 23.4 LBS.

.41

*>&

t'

s
I

I

I

U48
T"

i

f
i

i

_*._

0.89
WT. 20. 9 AND 23. 8 LBS.

.45 .63';

8
f
I

I

_Jt

t Standard Ship Channel.
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-35

SHIP CHANNELS.

C.101
WT. 21.5 AND 24.8 LBS.

.40

oi.48

p
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16 CAMBRIA STEEL.

STANDARD SHIP CHANNELS.

0. 60
(B.S.O. 17)

WT. 23.7, 25.2, 28.3 AND 31.3 LBS.

t.

C. 61
(B.S.O. 20)

WT. 24.6, 26.3, 28.0, 31.4

AND 34.8 LBS.

40' (^

92'

-10- -H

.*...

0. 63
(B.S.C. 25)

WT. 30.6, 32.7, 36.8 AND 40.8 LBS.

.425 /TI

-12-
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STANDARD ANGLES WITH EQUAL LEGS.

A. 21f

A. 11
WT. 1.23 TO /

x A 3. 35 LBS. x

t Standard Ship Section.



18 CAMBRIA STEEL.

STANDARD ANGLES WITH UNEQUAL LEGS.

A.

/\ ,'\ A. 1051
"

\ WT. U.7 TO

>V\ A. 107
WT. 12.3 TO

\30.6LBS.
V--
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SPECIAL ANGLES.

A. 131

\a, WT. 7.7 TO

*\t 16.0 LBS.

t Standard Ship Section.



20 CAMBRIA STEEL.

BULB ANGLES.

TOP GUARD ANGLES.

~*~?U" A. 176

i" A. 174
WT. 11. 7 LBS.

U- 4'i ^

i

A. 171

WT. 10. 2 LBS
|

K--1--H

l4b_JL_jy4T?i^N** *

^/ _(___

JU
5fr

CO

A. 177
-34" WT. 11.8. 13.5 AND 15.0 LBS.

-6- H

.28" A. 178
WT. 12.5, 14.1, 15.7, 17.3.

18. 9 AND 20. 5 LBS.

JH.16HH

dJ^s'^.35^^ 7
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i.

BULB ANGLES.

A. 179
WT. 15.7. 17.5 AND 19.1 LBS.

-3L

y
CO

jk_

A. 181

WT. 17.4 19.3 AND 2L5 LBS,

-6F-

.36"

A. 183

WT. 20.3. 22.6 AND 24.8 LBS.

44"
k--1.48''-*|

A. 185

WT, 23. 6. 26. 1 AND 28. 5 LBSL

-4.6&

10-
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STANDARD BULB ANGLES.

275" A. 187
(B.SJB.A. 4)

WT. 12.2, 12.8, 14.1

375" AND 15.6 LBS.

140" .675'T

CO

.30"

425'

A. 188
(B.S.B.A. 8)

WT. 15.3, 16.8, 18.6

AND 20.0 LBS.

.425

7 - *

* TTV325" A. 189
(B.S.B.A. 12)

WT. 18.0,19.6, 21.6

AND 23.2 LBS.
U-*l 4S"

* I

* 45" 40"d +

< 8!'._.
*|

>35
"

A. 190
(B.S.B.A. 16)

WT. 20.9, 22.7, 24.8, 26.6

475" AND 28.6 LBS.
CO

-f
.55"

'""
i 7^--:a "co

Y
'.475

'

^- __ _ _ _ _ _ _

!
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STANDARD BULB ANGLES.

.40'
A. 191

(B.S.B.A. 18)

WT. 24.9, 26.9, 29.1, 31.1, 33.2
AND 35.2 LBS.

.975 !

10

Z-BAR HATCH SECTION.
STANDARD SHIP SECTION.

Z. 101 .

WT. 13.6 LBS.

CAR SIDE STAKE SECTIONS.



24 CAMBRIA STEEL.

T-BARS WITH EQUAL LEGS.

T. 5
WT. .89 LBS.

T. 181
WT. 1.37 LBS.

T. 183
WT. 1.51 LBS.

i
JL__

T. 187
WT. 1.60 LBS.

T. 188
WT. 1.70 LBS.

2."
!*"ie

T. 191

WT. 1.94 LBS.

T. 193
WT. 2.47 LBS.

"

T. 194
WT. 3.09 LBS
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T-BARS WITH EQUAL LEGS.

T. 39
WT. 4.3 LBS.

T. 42
WT. 4.9 LBS.

T-BARS WITH UNEQUAL LEGS.

T. 16
WT. 1.48 LBS.
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DOOR-SPREADER.

0. 250
WT. 19.8LBS.

* 41--
i* -35-'- *i i

CRANE RAIL.

NQ.539 .

WT. 50 LBS^PER FOOT)

H 3F- H*~li=H

METHOD OF INCREASING SECTIONAL AREA.
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STANDARD BEAMS AND CHANNELS.

The following data are common to all Standard I-Beams and

Channels, with the exceptions stated:

c =
T
6
ff
Minimum Web.

C = Minimum Web + T̂ inch.

s = Minimum Thickness of Web = t Minimum for all Channels

and Beams, except 20" I and 24'' I.

For 20" Standard I, s = .55", t Minimum = .50".

For 24" Standard I, s = .60", t Minimum = .50".

The Slope of Flange of all Standard Beams and Channels is 161%

= 9 - 27' - 44" = 2" per foot.
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STANDARD BEAMS.



CAMBRIA STEEL.

STANDARD CHANNELS
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PRESSED STEEL OR FLANGED CAR PARTS.

Truck Bolsters.

Side Sills.

Center Sills.

End Sills.

Draft Sills.

Draft Lugs.
Sub-Side Sills.

Side Stakes.

End Stakes.

Corner Stakes.

Outside Hopper Plates.

Inside Hopper Plates.

Side Plates.

End Plates.

Floor Plates.

Longitudinal Ridge Plates.

Cross-Ridge Plates.

End-Plate Stiffeners.

Hopper Doors.

Drop Doors.

Longitudinal Ridge Stiffeners.

Cross Ridge Supports.
Cross Body Ties.

Diagonal Braces.

Door Spreaders.

Air Reservoir Supports.
Push Pole Pockets.

Body Corner Caps.
Door Hinge Butts.

Bolster Diaphragms.
Wheel Diaphragms.
Cross Bearer Diaphragms.

Hopper Diaphragms.
Door Diaphragms.
Center Diaphragms.
Center Sill Diaphragms.
Bolster Center Diaphragms.

FORGINGS FOR CAR WORK.

Air Cylinder Push Rod.

Air Reservoir Release Rod.

Arch Bars.

Bottom Follower Guide.

Bottom Side Bearing.

Bracket for Brake Shaft.

Brake Beam Hanger.
Brake Beam Hanger Carrier.

Brake Connection Rod Carrier.

Brake Levers.

Brake Mast.

Brake Mast Yoke.

Brake Pins.

Brake Rods with Clevises.

Brake Step Bracket.

Chain Hook.

Chain Link.

Corner Bands

Column Bolt Nut' Lock.

Coupler Yokes.

Coupling Links.

Coupling Pins.

Cylinder Lever Connecting
Rod.

Cylinder Lever Fulcrum.

Door Chain U-Bolt.

Door Hinge.
Door Hinge Pins.

Door Operating Lever.
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FORGINGS FOR CAR WORK (CONTINUED).

Door Safety Chain Support.

Door Shaft Pawl.

Door Tumbling Link.

Draft Cylinder Support.

Draw Bar Carrier.

Draw Bar Liner.

Draw Bar Yoke.

Door Clevises.

Door Tumbling Lever.

End Sill Pipe Clamp.

Eye-Bolts.

Floating Lever.

Floating Lever Carrier.

Floating Lever Connecting
Rod.

Floating Lever Fulcrum.

Grab Irons.

Hand Brake Lever Carrier.

Hand Brake Lever Fulcrum.

Hand Brake Lever Guide.

Hand Brake Rod.

Hand Brake Rod Guide.

Hand Brake Rod Stop.

Hand Brake Rod with Threaded

Connection for Malleable

Stop.
Hook Bolts.

Inside Body Step.

Journal Bearing Wedges.

King Bolt.

King Pin Support.

Lever Guides.

Live Truck Lever Guide.

Main Follower Sprocket Wheel

Shaft.

Operating Shaft.

Operating Shaft Cam.

Operating Shaft Cam Stops.

Operating Ratchet Pawl.

Operating Ratchet Pawl Guard.

Pipe Clamp.

Pipe Clamp and Support.

Pushrod Carrier.

Ratchet Wrench Dog.

Roping Staple.

Sheave and Link Pin.

Side Stake Pockets.

Sill Step Suspension Spring.

Suspension Spring.

Suspension Spring Hanger.
Tie Bars with Upset Ends or

Plain.

Top Body Tie Angle.

Top Side Bearing.

Truck and Body Center Plates.

Truck Bolster Tie Bar.

Truck Door Stop, Chain

Clamp Hooks.

Truck Levers.

Truck Side Bearing.

U-Bolt Clamp for Angle Valve.

Uncoupling Lever.

A large variety of small forgings not listed above can be furnished to order.
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STEEL SQUARES.
All sizes from ^" to 2 fa" increasing by
All sizes from 2rs" to 3^" increasing by
All sizes from 3>" to 5>" increasing by
Planished squares from -^" to 2^"

STEEL HAND ROUNDS.
All sizes from \yi" to 2%" increasing by
All sizes from 2^" to 3fk" increasing by -

All sizes from 3K" to 7><" increasing by
All sizes from 1%" to 8" increasing by

STEEL GUIDE. ROUNDS.
All sizes from %" to 2^" increasing by ^

LARGE STEEL ROUNDS.

DIAMETER
Inches
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WEIGHTS AND DIMENSIONS OF STANDARD
SHIP CHANNELS.

Dimensions of standard 6-inch, 15.3 Ib. ship channel on page 43.

Section

Number.
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BEAM TABLES.

Tables of safe loads for beams and channels and spacings of

I-Beams for floors are given with explanatory notes on pages
100 to 135.

BEAMS AS GIRDERS.

In some cases two or more beams may be bolted together side by
side to form a girder, in which case cast iron separators with bolts

should be used to hold the various members together. Separators
should be placed at each end of the girder, at points of concen-

trated loading, and for uniform loading should be located at dis-

tances apart not greater than twenty times the width of the small-

est beam flange, in order to laterally support the upper flanges

which are in compression and prevent their failure by buckling.
The separators should preferably fit closely between the beam

flanges so as to unite the beams forming the girder and thereby
cause them to act together in resisting the load. Tables of Stand-

ard and Special Separators are given on pages 66 and 67.

CONNECTION ANGLES.

When beams are coped or fitted together at right angles, con-

nection angles are generally used, standards for which, covering
usual cases, are shown on pages 53, 54 and 55. Explanations and
tables of limiting spans for which these standards may be used are

given on pages 56 to 59. Beams may be fitted together thus with

flush tops or bottoms or in intermediate positions, as required in

cases where the girder or trimmer beam is the larger. In cases

where the girder or trimmer beam is the smaller, special stirrups

or other connections are required.

LIVE LOADS FOR FLOORS.

The following loads per square foot, exclusive of weight of floor

materials, show the range assumed in usual practice:

Dwellings 70 Ibs. per sq. ft.

Offices 70 to 100 Ibs. per sq. ft.

Buildings for public assembly. 120 to 150 Ibs. per sq. ft.

Stores, warehouses, etc 150 to 250 Ibs. and upwards per sq.ft.

On page 328 are given in detail the safe loads for which floors

should be designed in accordance with the building laws of

various cities.
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STANDARD CONNECTION ANGLES
FOR I-BEAMS AND CHANNELS.

FOR 3 AND 4"
BEAMS AND CHANNELS

2- 6"x 4"x f"ANGLES-2"LONG
WEIGHT 4.1 LBS.

FOR 8, 9 AND 10"

BEAMS AND CHANNELS

Mr-H

2- 6"x 4"x|"ANGLES-5^ LONG
WEIGHT 11.3 LBS.

FOR 15,"18"AND 20"
BEAMS AND CHANNELS

U 5 i '-'->! --i2i'k-

i-

2-4"x 4"x^"ANGLES-ll-|-"LONG
WEIGHT 21.7 LBS.

FOR 5;' e "AND 7"
BEAMS AND CHANNELS

2- 6"x 4"x f-"ANGLES-3"LONG
WEIGHT 6.2 LBS.

FOR 12"

BEAMS AND CHANNELS

--0

2- 4"x 4"x^"^
WEIGHT 16.1 LBS.

FOR 24"BEAMS

"CO
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LOCATION OF CONNECTION ANGLES FOR
STANDARD BEAMS OF THE SAME OR DIF-

FERENT SIZES FRAMING OPPOSITE,
BOTTOMS OR TOPS FLUSH.

-!" MINIMUM

Depth of Beams

Inches

M

Main Oppositi

Beam Beam
Inches Inches Inches Inches Inches Inches Inches

H

Iff

M

-

3

88

*Opposite beam must be set back one inch to clear rivet heads.
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STANDARD CONNECTION ANGLES FOR
I-BEAMS AND CHANNELS.

Standard connection angles for all sizes of beams and channels
are shown on page 53. These are of sufficient strength for all usual
connections of the various sizes shown, figured on the basis of

24 inch rivets or bolts and the following allowable unit stresses

in pounds per square inch.

Stress.
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MAXIMUM SIZE OF RIVETS IN FLANGES
OF BEAMS AND CHANNELS.

I-BEAMS.
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BEARING PLATES FOR SHAPES USED AS
BEAMS.

Shapes used as beams resting on masonry walls or piers will generally require
bearing plates of steel or their equivalents, set in or upon the masonry to prop-
erly distribute the load thereon with due regard to the allowable safe pressures
for the class of stonework or brickwork in question.
A table of bearing plates is given on page 65, which gives the bearing values

in pounds for plates of various sizes based on the safe unit pressure allowable for
different classes of masonry. As the strength of masonry varies largely accord-
ing to the qualities of the material used, the workmanship and age, it is impossi-
ble to give absolute figures for safe unit pressures for all classes of work, but the
values given on page 64 are believed to fairly represent these for the usual kinds
of ordinary architectural masonry. The strength of ordinary masonry generally
depends upon the crushing value of the mortar or cement used and does not
bear any fixed relation to the ultimate strength of the brick or stone entering
into the construction.
The table of bearing plates gives the bearing values of various sizes of plates

when used with different classes of masonry, but the thickness of the plate
should be computed for each case.
For a plate of given length and breadth the thickness depends upon the

allowable load and unit stress, and the width of the flange of the beam or
channel resting upon it.

The thickness may be determined by the following formula

t = thickness of plate in inches.
1 = length of plate in inches, in a direction perpendicular to the axis of the

beam or channel.
b = width of flange of beam or channel in inches.
R = reaction at point of support in pounds.
For uniformly distributed loads, R = one-half of the load given in Tables of Safe

Loads, pages 106 to 123 inclusive.

p = allowable stress in pounds per square inch on extreme fibre of plate.
u = width of plate in the direction of the axis of the beam or channel; *'. e.,

bearing on wall in inches.
If p = 16 ooo Ibs. for steel we have

EXAMPLE.
What is the proper size of steel bearing plate to be used in a wall of brick laid

in cement mortar to support the end of a 10-inch standard I-Beam, weighing 40
pounds per foot, of 10 foot span, subjected to its safe load uniformly distributed?
On page 109 in the Table of Safe Loads Uniformly Distributed for Cambria

I-Beams, the total load is found to be 33 850 pounds, and half of this, or 16 925
pounds, will be the reaction at each end.
On referring to the Table of Bearing Plates, on page 65, the proper size for

this load on the class of masonry in question is found to be 6" x 10". The
width of flange of a 10-inch 40 Ib. standard beam is 5.10 inches.

Substituting these values in the formula for thickness gives

.00685 (10 - 5.10) - ~ = .562

The nearest commercial size above this is & inch, which is the thickness
required.

If a shorter plate would suit the location better it may be seen from the table
that a plate 8" x 8" will give the necessary bearing value and the thickness of
this would be

t = .00685 (8
-

5.10) -J~^ = .323
\ O X O

and the nearest commercial size above this is %,"', which is the thickness required.
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FIREPROOF CONSTRUCTION.

Buildings of fireproof construction consist essentially of a steel

frame or skeleton to support the floors, and in the case of high
buildings, the outside walls also are carried by the steel framing.
All parts of the steel work are enclosed and protected by some

fire-resisting material, which should be of such quality and

arrangement as not to disintegrate or fall away when heated to

high temperatures and at the same time exposed to a stream of cold

water. The fireproofing for the floors, in addition to its ability to

afford a fireproof protection to the steel beams, must be capable of

supporting the load and distributing it to the floor beams, which
in turn transmit it to the columns and thence to the foundations.

One of the earlier forms of floors consists of brick arches built

between and supported by the bottom flanges and lower portions
of the web of iron or steel I-Beams, but this style has considerable

dead weight and, as ordinarily constructed, does not provide fire-

proof protection for the bottom flanges of the beams. Another of

the earlier forms of floor is composed of sheets of corrugated iron

arched between the beams, on which a concrete filling is placed,
and this also, as ordinarily constructed, does not provide protec-
tion for the bottom flanges of the beams, besides, it is quite heavy.
A later style of floor is the hollow tile system, which is composed

of flat or segmental arches constructed of moulded blocks of hard
burned clay, specially shaped, and of various depths to suit

different loads and the sizes of the I-Beams supporting them. In

the hollow tile system, the blocks may also be of porous terra-

cotta which is lighter than hard clay.
Various other systems of fireproofing are now in use, the most

usual forms of which consist of cement, concrete or other material

used alone or deposited or arranged about a strengthening or sup-

porting framework of steel shapes, bars, rods, wire, wire-cloth, etc.

Column or girder fireproofing may be accomplished by the use of

hard clay or porous terra-cotta blocks shaped to fit and enclose the

steel work, or the steel may be wrapped with wire, wire-cloth,
metal lath, etc., and a concrete or plastered coating applied to it.

Fireproof partitions may be constructed of hollow tile composed
of hard clay or porous terra-cotta to which the plaster finish may
be directly applied, or they may be composed of suitable metal

studding on which is secured the wire-cloth or metal lath that

serves to support the concrete or other fireproofing, the surface

then being plastered in the usual manner.
The dead weights of fireproof floors vary between wide limits

dependent upon the system employed, the load to be carried and
the distance between the supporting beams.
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TABLES OF SAFE LOADS TERRA COTTA FLOOR
ARCHES.

The Table of Safe Loads for Flat Arches, page 71, is applicable
to all shapes of blocks. The areas given are obtained by passing
a plane through the blocks at right angles to all the webs and
are the areas for 1-foot width of arch. Generally speaking, end
construction blocks of various shapes, but of the same depth
and cross sectional area, have equal strength. The weight of
the arch has not been deducted in Table of Safe Loads for Flat
Arches. Therefore, this and other dead loads must be deducted
to obtain the net safe live load for any arch and span.

EXAMPLE. What load will an 8-inch arch carry (using a
Factor of Safety of 5), for a span of 5 feet 6 inches, the blocks

having a sectional area parallel to the beams, of 44.25 square
inches?

Area of 8-inch block in Table = 37 sq. ins.

44.25 -4- 37 = 1.19, Ratio of Actual Area to Tabular Area.
Safe Load in Table = 228, X 1.19 = 271 pounds = Safe
Load for Actual Area.

Weight of Arch = 44.25 X 12 = 531 cu. in. X .06 = 32
Ibs. per sq. ft.

271 - 32 = 239 Ibs. = Safe Load in Ibs. per sq. ft. for
S. F. of 7.

271 X 7 ^ 5 = 379,
- 32 = 347 Ibs., Safe Load for S. F. of 5.

Tables of Safe Loads for Segmental Arches in spans up to 10
feet are given on pages 72 and 73. The areas of the blocks for
which the safe loads are given are the areas per foot of arch
parallel with beams. The weight of the arch blocks has been
deducted in the Table, so that only the dead load of concrete

fill, plastering, etc., must be deducted to obtain net live load.

Segmental arch construction is cheaper than flat arch con-

struction, and is the stronger of the two. Where for any reason
a flat arch is not deemed necessary, this is an admirable floor

construction to use.

Even with this type of construction, the flat ceiling may be
secured by suspending a metal lath ceiling below the arch from
the bottom of the beams. To do this, however, adds so much
to the cost that it is generally cheaper to use the Flat Arch.

Segmental Arches can also be built with a raised skew. This
flattens the arch and reduces the amount and consequently the

expense of the cinder concrete fill, but it also reduces the strength
of the arch.

In Segmental Arches, the thrust on the beams (particularly
at the bottom of beams) is very great, and where there is any
doubt of the beams' sustaining the thrust, it is desirable to use
steel tie rods. These tie rods may be fireproofed or left unpro-
tected, the best practice being to protect them.
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THRUST OF ARCHES.

The horizontal thrust of segmental floor arches, on the assump-
tion of uniform loading, may be found by the following formula:

3WL*
~

in which

T = pressure or thrust in pounds per lineal foot of arch.

W = load on arch in pounds per square foot, uniformly distributed.

L = span of arch in feet.

R = rise of segmental arch in inches.

For a concentrated load at the center, of weight P, the thrust

3PLT =
R

For arches with flat tops and bottoms, such as are used in floors,

the voussoir joints on each side of the central key are usually laid

out on parallel lines, and in these cases the thrust may be deter-

mined approximately by using for R, in the above formula, the

effective depth of the arch, which is somewhat less than the

nominal depth, as indicated on page 77.

For segmental arches the rise R is the vertical distance from the

highest part of the intrados to the plane of the springing line. If

the radius of the intrados for segmental arches is r, the rise may
be obtained from the following formula:

conversely,r =+
TIE RODS.

Although in the completed structure the horizontal thrusts of

adjoining arches may counterbalance each other, the tie rods

should be so proportioned and spaced as to withstand the entire

thrust of the arches, thus tying the structure together and facili-

tating the construction.
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SPACING OF TIE RODS FOR TILE ARCHES.

The table on the next page was computed from the following

formula, which was obtained from that giving the thrust of

arches on page 75.

AxRX 10000
WL*

in which

B = spacing of tie rods in feet.

A = net area of rod in square inches.

R = rise of arch in inches.

W = load in pounds per square foot of the arch.

L = span of arch in feet.

The above formula gives the spacing of tie rods corresponding

to a tensile stress in the rods of 15 000 pounds per square inch,

without considering the flexure of the beams.

In spacing tie rods, the lateral strength of beams, for flexure due

to the thrust of the arches, should be taken into consideration,

explanations for which are given on pages 78 to 81 inclusive.

Spacings for other loads than that of the table may be found

by proportion, thus:

Required spacing =

100 + weight of arch in pounds per square foot

New load in Ibs. per sq. ft. + weight of arch in Ibs. per sq. ft.
X 8PacmS fro

Weights of tile arches per square foot are given on page 69.

As noted under the heading "Lateral Strength of Beams," on

pages 82 and 83,care should be taken that the spacing of tie rods

is not greater than twenty times the least flange width, otherwise

the safe loads should be reduced to compensate for the strains

produced by flexure of the upper flange considered as a column

in compression.
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LATERAL STRENGTH OF BEAMS TO RESIST
FLEXURE DUE TO THRUST OF

ARCHES, ETC.

In special cases where the thrust of a floor arch is exerted against
a beam, channel, angle or other shape without other lateral sup-

port than the tie rods, or braces, this will produce lateral flexure

and stresses in addition to those caused by the vertical loading.

Throughout the body of the floor the thrusts of the adjoining

arches, when completed, will usually counterbalance each other,

but in the outer beams around shafts or elsewhere, if unsupported

sideways, the stresses due to the lateral forces should be considered.

The total allowable stress per square inch for the extreme fibres

of beams has been placed at 16 000 pounds per square inch, and

in order that this may not be exceeded owing to lateral stresses,

the stress due to vertical loading should be correspondingly

reduced so that the resultant intensity shall not exceed the

allowable limit. This may be calculated by considering the beam
as continuous and laterally supported at intervals by the tie rods,

the spans being equal to the spacing of the rods.

In this case the fibre stress due to the lateral forces is:

CD

in which

p'
= fibre stress in pounds per square inch due to lateral forces.

w = lateral load or thrust in pounds per lineal foot of section used

as a beam.

xi = distance of the extreme fibre from the neutral axis in inches.

B = distance between tie rods or lateral supports in feet.

I' = moment of inertia about the vertical axis of the section or

that one at right angles to the line of application of the

lateral forces.

For I-Beams with the web placed vertically, as usual, xi

becomes equal to >
where b is the width of the flange in inches.

In this case the above formula for intensity of unit stress due to

lateral load becomes:

(2)
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In order that the total resultant intensity of unit stress shall

not exceed the allowable limit of 16 000 pounds per square inch,

the stress due to vertical loading must be reduced by the amount
of the intensity of stress due to the horizontal thrust of the arch,

as determined by formula (2).

If p' represents the intensity of unit stress due to the horizontal

thrust of the arch, and p the corresponding allowable intensity
of unit stress due to the vertical loading, then

*p = 16000 -p'
Having thus obtained the reduced vertical stress p, the safe

vertical load of the tables corresponding to this stress should ac-

cordingly be reduced by multiplying it by the ratio
^ and

J.D UUU

similarly for other stresses and corresponding loads, thus making
proper allowance for the additional stresses produced by the

lateral forces.

If the reduction of the safe loads on this account is a consider-

able proportion of the original amount due to vertical loading

only, it would be more economical to provide lateral braces or tie

rods at shorter intervals, thus avoiding the use of an excessive

amount of material in the beam.

As the etresses due to vertical forces for usual cases of loading are

a maximum at the center of the span it will ordinarily be sufficient

to space the tie rods or braces at shorter intervals near the center

in order to allow for the combined stresses due to vertical loading
and horizontal thrusts.

The above method of calculation is not exact when considering
the lateral thrust of arches, or loads from similar materials which
do not exert a uniform pressure throughout their surfaces of con-

tact with the sustaining beam on account of the friction and bond
of their component parts, but this analysis of the stresses may
serve as a guide in designing.
The above formulae should be used in connection with the

tables and formula given on pages 82 and 83 relating to the

lateral strength of beams, due to compression of the upper flange

figured as a column between points of lateral support.

* This method of treatment gives approximate results which are on the side
of safety.
The correct determination can be secured by the use of the section modulus

polygon. (See Transactions of the American Society of Civil Engineers,
Vol. LVI, 1906, page 169, et seq.)
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EXAMPLE.

What is the proper size of I-Beam without other lateral support
than the usual tie rods, corresponding to a total fibre stress of

16 000 pounds per square inch under the following conditions?

The beam is 18 feet between end supports and carries a tile arch

on one side having a nominal depth of 9 inches, effective depth of

6.6 inches, a span of 5 feet, designed to carry a superimposed load

of 75 pounds per square foot in addition to the weight of the arch

and other floor materials. The hollow tile arch weighs 36 pounds
per square foot and the other materials, including plastering,

weigh 14 pounds, making a total load, exclusive of the weight of

the beam, equal to 125 pounds per square foot.

For tie rods of f
"
diameter the spacing between them would be

5.9 feet, as shown by the table of Spacing of Tie Rods on page 77
in which the safe stresses in the rods only are considered.

Substituting the proper values in the formula for lateral thrust

of arches, given on page 75, this will be

AAJ X o.o

Substituting this value for w in formula (2) page 78 and assum-

ing a 10" beam 25 Ibs. per foot, the moment of inertia of which is

6.89, as given in the Tables of Properties of I-Beams, page 182,

we have

, 710 X 4.66 X 5.92
oero .,

P =- -- = 8 358 lbs ' per Sq ' m '

Therefore p = 16 000 - 8 358 = 7 642 lbs. per sq. in.

Hence the safe load as determined by the consideration of

vertical loads only, should be reduced to ,
or approximately

.48 of the amount given by the Tables of Safe Loads in case the

spacing of the tie rods is not changed.
The safe vertical load for a 10" beam, weighing 25 lbs. per foot,

18 feet long between supports, for fibre stress of 16 000 lbs. per

square inch, is 14 470 lbs. uniformly distributed, including the

weight of the beam as given in the Tables of Safe Loads, on page

109, or!4 020 exclusive of the weight of the beam, and .48 of this

is 6 730 lbs., which is the vertical load it can safely carry in order

that the total stress due to it and the lateral thrust shall not

exceed 16 000 lbs. per square inch.
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The actual vertical load on the beam under consideration is as

follows:

-|x
18 X 125 = 56251bs.,

which is less than the allowable amount, 6 730 Ibs., as figured

above, so that a smaller beam may suffice.

Therefore, assume a 9-inch beam, weighing 21 Ibs. per foot, the

moment of inertia of which about an axis coincident with center

line of web is found in the Table of Properties, on p. 182, to be 5.16.

In this case

Substituting this in the formula for p we have

p = 16 000 - 10 370 = 5 630 Ibs. per sq. in.

Therefore the safe vertical load will be r- m ,
or approximately

io ULMJ

.35 of the tabular safe load.

The safe vertical load for a 9" 21 Ib. beam, 18 feet long, for a

fibre stress of 16 000 Ibs. per square inch is 11 180 Ibs., as given in

the Table of Safe Loads, on page 109, and .35 of this, after deduct-

ing weight of the beam, is 3 781 Ibs., which is less than the actual

amount, 5 625 Ibs., as calculated above, so that the 9" 21 Ib. beam
will not suffice.

If the spacing of the tie rods at the center be reduced from 5.9

feet to 3.25 feet, it may be found, in a manner similar to that used

in the above calculations, that the safe vertical load for an 8"

I-Beam, weighing 18.0 Ibs. per foot, is reduced to .74 of its tabular

value of 8 430 Ibs., or 6 328 Ibs., and as this amount is greater than

the actual load as above, namely, 5 625 Ibs., the 8" beam would

answer the purpose, under the changed conditions as to spacing
of tie rods. As this beam might deflect beyond the limit for

plastered ceilings, it should be examined in accordance with the

rule or formula given for obtaining safe deflections in the explana-
tion of the Tables of Safe Loads, and elsewhere herein.

Calculating this by the rule given on page 102, the safe load for

the allowable limit of deflection is

which is greater than the actual amount, 5 625 Ibs., so that the 8"
beam is sufficient and proper if the spacing of central tie rods be

changed to 3.25 feet, as assumed in the last case.
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LATERAL STRENGTH OF BEAMS,

WITHOUT LATERAL SUPPORT.

The Tables of Safe Loads for Cambria I-Beams and Channels

and Tables of Spacing of Cambria I-Beams, on pages 106 to 135,

are calculated on the assumption that proper provision is made

for preventing lateral deflection by means of tie rods or other

braces. In order to prevent undue strains in the compression

flange, considered as a column, the beams should be supported

laterally at distances not exceeding twenty times the flange width,

this ratio being determined by the following formula, which

gives the safe load for solid columns of soft steel:

18000

'

SOOOb2

in which

p = allowable stress in pounds per square inch.

1 = length between lateral supports in inches,

b = width of flange in inches.

Substituting 16 000 for p in the above formula, which is the

allowable unit stress of the safe load tables, it is found that the

ratio -r = 19.37, from which it may be seen that the compression

flange should be supported laterally at distances not exceeding

twenty times the flange width as stated above.

Beams which are not thus supported laterally should not be

loaded to their full transverse capacity. The allowable fibre

stresses and proportions of their full loads which they can safely

carry when laterally supported at various distances is given in

the following table:
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APPROXIMATE WEIGHTS OF VARIOUS
ROOF COVERINGS.
In Pounds per Square Foot.

Copper Sheeting, B. W. G. No. 22 1}
Corrugated Iron, B. W. G. Nos. 26 to 16 1-3
Felt, two Layers
Felt and Asphalt 2
Felt and Gravel, % inch thick 6
Galvanized Iron, B. W. G. Nos. 26 to 16 1-3
Lath and Plaster Ceiling, Ordinary 6-8
Sheathing, 1 inch thick, Hemlock 2

White Pine or Spruce 2
"

Yellow Pine 4
Shingles, 16 inch, laid 5 1A inch to weather 2
Skylight Glass, A to H inch thick 2^-7
Slates, M to & inch thick, 3 inch double lap 4-7
Slag Roofing, 4-ply, with cement and sand 4
Steel Sheeting (See next page) fi-3
Tiles (See Page 69) 8-20
Tin 5i-l
Zinc, B. W. G. No. 20 l

APPROXIMATE WEIGHT OF ROOFS INCLUDING FRAMING:
Corrugated Sheets. . . . . 8-10
Shingle 6-10
Slate 12-15
Tar and Gravel 10-12
Tin 6-8
Tile 20-30

If roof is plastered underneath, add to values given above 6

Weight of Roof Truss with span of 75 feet or less 5

Snow Load 25 Ibs. per horizontal square foot of roof for all slopes

up to 20, reduced 1 Ib. for each degree of slope in excess of 20.
No snow load to be considered for slope of 45 or more.

WIND PRESSURE ON ROOFS.
Based on 20 Lbs. per Sq. Ft. on a Vertical Plane.

1.84 cos a - 1.

FORMULA. Normal Pressure per sq. ft. = P sin a

Pitch
a)

Horizontal

Degrees. Minutes.

Rise of Roof per Foot. Normal Wind Pressure.

Inches. Pounds per Sq. Ft

18 - 25

26 - 33

33 - 41

45-0
53-7
56 - 20

63 - 27

8.4

11.9

14.6

18,1

19.4

19.7

20.0
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STEEL SHEETING.
Weights given (U. S. Standard) are based on 480 Ibs. per cu. ft.

Gauge

Number

U. S. Std.
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L 4 PANELS
II. 6 PANELS

ROOF TRUSSES
(PRATT.)

n=S-5-H=2cot a

P= Panel Load.

Heavy lines in diagrams indicate Compression Members.

14 Panels.
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CAMBRIA STANDARD BUCKLE PLATES.

JEL - L - JpU- L Jfi* Jel- -*\

No.
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FIREPROOFING REINFORCED CONCRETE.

The actual fire tests of reinforced concrete have been limited,
but experience, together with the results of tests so far made,
indicates that concrete may be safely used for fireproofing pur-
poses. It is in itself incombustible and proof against ordinary
fire when composed of the best materials properly mixed, applied
and anchored in place. For a fireproof filling or deadening layer
in floors, these same materials without reinforcement may be
used or clean hard burned cinders may be substituted for this pur-
pose. The low rate of heat conductivity is one reason of its

value for fireproofing and the concrete actually affected by fire,

remains in position and affords protection to the concrete be-
neath it. The thickness of protective coating required, depends
upon the probable duration of a fire, which is likely to occur in

the structure. However, for ordinary conditions, it is recom-

mended, as a general rule, that the metal in girders and col-

umns be protected by a minimum of 2 inches, beams 1| inches,
and floor slabs, the different minimum values, as indicated in the

accompanying table.

A properly designed combination of protected steel framework
with reinforced concrete floor slabs, if well executed is particu-
larly safe and effective in fireproof building construction, and
the use of concrete and steel in the floor slab is especially advan-
tageous, affording both strength and rigidity.

In reinforced concrete design, the following assumptions are
recommended and considered by almost all authorities, and are,

therefore, used as the basis for the formulae and tables of pages
92 and 93, but it must be noted that all these ideal conditions
cannot be had in practice and if possible allowance should be
made accordingly.

(1) Calculations should be made with reference to working
stresses and safe loads, rather than to ultimate strengths and
ultimate loads.

(2) A section, plane before bending remains plane after bending.

(3) The modulus of concrete in compression within the usual
limits of working stresses is constant. The distribution of com-
pressive forces in slabs is therefore rectilinear.

(4) The tensile stresses in the concrete shall be neglected in

calculating the reinforced slab resistance.

(5) Perfect adhesion between concrete and reinforcement is

assumed.

(6) Initial stresses in the reinforcement due to contraction
or expansion in the concrete may be neglected.

These above assumptions, while not entirely borne out by
experimental data, are recommended and used by various
authorities on this subject in the interest of simplicity and
uniformity.
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REINFORCED CONCRETE FLOOR SLABS.

Axis

NOTATION.

w= Total weight in Ibs. per sq. ft. including slab weight.
L = Span in feet c. to c. of beam supports.
M = Bending Moment for 12" width of slab (inch pounds).
EC = Modulus of Elasticity for concrete.

Es= " " " "
steel.

r = Ratio. Es -r EC.

C = Extreme fibre stress of concrete in compression.
S = "

steel in tension.

K = Constant for a given steel and concrete.

d = Effective depth of slab in inches.

p = Ratio of steel area to effective slab area.

x = Distance, Top of slab to Neutral Axis *- d.

j
= " between centers of stress -j- d.

V = Maximum Shear, 12" width of slab.

v = Unit shear.

u = Unit bond stress.

So = Sum of perimeters of bars (hi 12" width of slab).

FORMULAE.

M = 1.5 wL2 for slabs freely supported.
= 1.2 wL2 " "

continuous over supports.

P
2S(Cr + S)

Sp /2Cr + 3S\= ~~

M
Steel Area (12" width of slab) = 12 dp12 K

y
v =

12
.

d (not to exceed GO Ibs. for stone or 25 Ibs. for cinder concrete).

u = . .
- (not to exceed 60 Ibs. for stone or 30 Ibs. for cinder concrete).

For Square and Round Bars, refer to pages 451-457.

NOTE. Best practice indicates that Spans of Floor Slabs should not ex-
ceed seven feet between steel beams or steel girders. Generally speaking,
the span should in no case exceed 10 feet for ordinary work.
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REINFORCED CONCRETE FLOOR SLABS.

Values deduced from formulae, page 92, using unit stresses based
on modern safe practice.

Concrete.
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LIMITING SPANS AND MAXIMUM LOADS OF
I-BEAMS AND CHANNELS DUE TO

CRIPPLING OF THE WEB.

I-Beams and Channels, when used as beams for very short spans

in which the ratio of length of span to depth of beam is small,

should be examined for safe strength of the web considered as a

column, subjected to crippling due to the shearing strains.

The Tables of Safe Loads of Beams and Channels are computed

with regard to the safe unit stresses due to flexure, and, with one

or two exceptions, as indicated by dotted lines and accompanying

foot-notes, the lengths of spans tabulated are -such that the limita-

tion due to web crippling does not appear. The shearing stresses

acting in the web of a beam may be considered to consist of two

stresses of equal intensity acting at right angles to each other, and

at angles of 45 degrees with the neutral axis. The intensity of each

of these stresses is equal to the intensity of the vertical shear,

which is a maximum at the points of support for uniform loading,

and uniform throughout from the point of loading to the supports

for a superimposed concentrated load at the center.

The vertical shears for different systems of loading may be ob-

tained by the use of moments in the usual way, and these are

given for various cases on pages 162 to 165 inclusive.

The shearing stresses which act at angles of 45 degrees with

the neutral axis are equivalent to compressive and tensile forces,

and the former will tend to buckle the web, which should there-

fore be figured as composed of a series of columns of a length

equal to its diagonal depth.
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If c is the vertical depth of the web in the clear between the

fillets which connect it with the flanges, the square of the length

of the column to be considered will be 2c2
.

Substituting this value for I
2 in the formula for long columns

12000

1

3000 t2

we have

12000

T
1500 12

in which

p = intensity of vertical shear, in pounds per square inch =

Total shear in pounds
dt.

c = depth of web in clear between fillets in inches,

t = thickness of web in inches.

d = depth of beam in inches.

This formula is also applicable for computing the safe shearing

stress in the webs of plate girders, in which case the length, 1, is the

vertical distance between centers of upper and lower rows of

rivet holes connecting the webs and flanges.

The webs of plate girders should be reinforced by stiffening

angles at points of support and concentrated loading, and in

cases where the intensity of shear exceeds that given by the above

formula the web should be provided with stiffeners.

The following tables have been prepared based upon the above

formula for safe unit shearing stress in the webs of beams and

channels.
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COEFFICIENTS FOR DEFLECTION IN INCHES FOR
CAMBRIA SHAPES, USED AS BEAMS SUBJECTED
TO SAFE LOADS UNIFORMLY DISTRIBUTED.

Distance

between

Supports
in Feet
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Thus, to find, from the preceding table, the deflection in inches for

Cambria shapes used as Beams under their safe loads uniformly dis-

tributed including the weight of the beam :

Let D = deflection in inches.
L = length between supports in feet.

H = coefficient for deflection from table for fibre stress of 16 000
pounds per square inch.

H' = coefficient for deflection from table for fibre stress of 12 500
pounds per square inch.

d = depth of beam in inches for symmetrical sections.

x
x
= distances in inches from neutral axis to most remote fibre

for unsymmetrical sections.

FOR SYMMETRICAL SECTIONS.
TT

For fibre stress of 16 000 pounds per square inch D =

TT I

For fibre stress of 12 500 pounds per square inch D =
d

FOR UNSYMMETRICAL SECTIONS.
TT

For fibre stress of 16000 pounds per square inch D =
2xj
TT/

For fibre stress of 12 500 pounds per square inch D =
2xj

EXAMPLES.

Case I. To find the deflection of a 9" I-Beam weighing 30 pounds
per foot, for a span of 15 feet and a maximum fibre stress of 16 000
pounds per square inch, under its safe load uniformly distributed.

From the above table the deflection coefficient for this case is found
to be 3.724 which divided by 9, the depth of the beam in inches, gives
.414, which is the required deflection in inches.

The safe load for this beam under the conditions named is 16 100
pounds including the weight of the beam itself as stated in the Tables
of Safe Loads for Cambria I-Beams on page 109.

Case II. To find the deflection of a 6" X 4" X 5" angle, sup-

ported at the ends on its short leg as a horizontal base, for a span of 9
feet and a maximum fibre stress of 16 000 pounds per square inch under
its safe load uniformly distributed including its own weight.
From the table of "

Properties of Angles
" on page 207 the distance

x' from the neutral axis to the back of the shorter leg is found to be
1.99 inches, which subtracted from the length of long leg, 6 inches,

gives 4.01 as the distance x
x from the neutral axis to the most remote

fibre. From the above table the deflection coefficient for this case is

found to be 1.341, which divided by 8.02, twice x 1? gives .167, which
is the required deflection in inches.

NOTE. For deflections of Beams and Channels due to any central or
uniform load see coefficients of deflection N and N' in the Tables of Properties
relating to these sections and the accompanying explanations.
For deflections of any symmetrical beams due to various systems of loading,

see general formulae and diagrams on pages 160 to 165 inclusive.
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TABLES OF SAFE LOADS FOR CAMBRIA SEC-

TIONS USED AS BEAMS, AND SPACING
FOR CAMBRIA I-BEAMS.

Pagesl06 to 159 inclusive.

TABLES OF SAFE LOADS AND SPACINGS.

The Tables of Safe Loads for Cambria I-Beams, Channels, and

Angles, give the safe loads in pounds uniformly distributed for

all usual spans based upon extreme fibre stresses of 16 000 pounds

per square inch.

These loads include the weight of the steel shape itself, which

should be deducted in order to obtain the external load that it

will safely carry. In case the shape is used to support a floor,

the weight of the steel, together with that of the other portions

of the floor construction, must be deducted in order to obtain the

net live load which can be safely sustained. Weights of hollow

tile floor arches and fireproofing material are given on page 69.

to which should be added the weight of plastering, filling on top

of arches and the weight of the material forming the surface of the

floor, in order to obtain the dead load of materials in figuring

fireproof floors, in addition to the weight of the steel.

A table of superimposed loads per square foot, exclusive of the

weights of materials, in accordance with the usual practice for

different classes of buildings, is given on p. 52.

The Tables of Safe Loads for Cambria sections used as beams

and the Tables for Spacing of Cambria I-Beams are calculated on

the assumption that proper provision has been made for prevent-

ing lateral deflection by means of tie-rods or other braces spaced

at suitable distances apart; which for beams and channels should

not exceed twenty times the flange width. In cases where inter-

mediate lateral support is not provided, the safe loads shown in

the tables must be reduced, and for beams and channels the
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amount of this reduction can de determined by reference to the

explanations and tables therefor on pages 82 and 83.

The thrust of floor arches, which is considerable, particularly in

the case of long spans or distances between tie-rods, should be

taken into account where it tends to produce lateral flexure of the

floor beams.

Explanations of this and a formula for reducing the unit stresses

from vertical loading, on account of the additional stresses caused

by horizontal forces, are given on pages 78 to 81 inclusive.

In some instances the allowable deflection will govern the

design rather than the transverse strength, as in the case of beams

carrying plastered ceilings, in which the deflection should be

limited to ^ inch per foot of span, or ^ of the distance between

supports in order to avoid cracking the plaster.

This limit of deflection is indicated in the tables by full hori-

zontal lines, the figures below which correspond to loads or

spacings for the given spans that will produce greater deflections

than the allowable limit for plastered ceilings.

The deflection limits of the Tables of Safe Loads have been

calculated for the total loads, including the weight of the section

used as a beam. The superimposed live load will not produce all

of this deflection, and therefore the deflection limit of the tables

includes an element of safety for the reason that the beams will

be deflected, after being put in place, by their own weight and that

of the floor materials before the plastering is applied.

In cases where the deflection limits the use of the beam for the

safe loads corresponding to the fibre stresses of the tables, the

beam may be used with a less load such as to produce only the

allowable deflection. The lesser load corresponding to the limit

of deflection may be obtained for any span from the Table of

Safe Loads as follows:

wW =
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in which

W = safe load in pounds for the limit of deflection for plastered

ceilings = 7^ of the span.

Ws
= safe load of tables next above the line giving the limit of

deflection.

L = length of span in feet corresponding to Ws from the table

Li = length of span for the case under consideration.

This may also be expressed by the following

RULE.

Multiply the safe load next above the heavy line of the tables by

the square of the corresponding span in feet and divide the product

by the square of the required span. The result will be the required

load corresponding to the limit of allowable deflection for plastered

ceilings.

A Table of Deflections for Cambria shapes used as beams, sub-

jected to their safe loads uniformly distributed, and accompanying

explanations with examples, are given on pages 98 and 99.

TABLES OF SAFE LOADS FOB I-BEAMS AND CHANNELS.

Tables of Safe Loads for all sizes and weights of Cambria

I-Beams and channels for the usual spans, expressed in feet, are

given on pages 106 to 123 inclusive.

TABLES FOB SPACING OF CAMBRIA I-BEAMS.

Tables for Spacing of Cambria I-Beams for a total load of 100

pounds per square foot including the weight of the beam, corre-

sponding to spans from 4 to 48 feet, are given on pages 124 to 135

inclusive.

For any given size of beam the spacing or distances from centers

to centers for different intensities of loading varies inversely as

the load, so that the spacing for any intensity of loading may be

found from the tabular spacing by proportion as stated in the

notes at the foot of the tables.
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TABLES OF SAFE LOADS FOR ANGLES.

Tables of uniformly distributed safe loads for the usual sizes of

angles, are given on pages 138 to 159. In these tables the safe

loads for equal leg angles are given on the assumption that one

of the legs of the angle is horizontal and the other leg vertical.

In the case of angles with unequal legs the safe loads are given

for both positions, that is, with the long leg vertical and with the

short leg vertical.

EXAMPLES OF APPLICATION OF TABLES OF
SAFE LOADS AND TABLES OF SPACING.

EXAMPLE I.

What is the proper size of beam with a clear span ot 24 feet to

carry a superimposed load of 30 000 pounds uniformly distributed,

the deflection to be such as not to crack a plastered ceiling?

From the Tables of Safe Loads for Cambria I-Beams,page 111,

it is found that a 15-inch standard beam of this length, weighing

60 pounds per foot, will carry a gross load of 31 910 pounds, and

the weight of the beam itself is 60 X 24 = 1440 pounds. Thus

the net load may be 30 470 pounds, so that this is the proper size

for the conditions named, as its deflection is within the allowable

limit, which is shown to be at a span of 30 feet as indicated by the

horizontal line on the table.

Similarly it may be found from page 112, that a 15-inch special

beam, of 60 pounds per foot, will more than suffice, but as this

section is not regularly kept in stock the standard 15-inch 60-

pound beam should be ordered if prompt delivery is wanted.

It may also be found from page 114, that an 18-inch 55-pound
beam will amply suffice, and as this is both stiffer and lighter than

the 15-inch 60-pound beams, it could be used with economy if

otherwise suitable for the location.

EXAMPLE II.

What is the safe load for an 8-inch standard I-Beam weighing

18.0 pounds per foot for a span of 20 feet, the deflection to be such

as not to crack a plastered ceiling?
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From the Tables of Safe Loads, page 108, it is found that the

safe load for the beam in question is 7 580 pounds, but this value

is below the line which indicates the span corresponding to the

allowable limit of deflection.

Substituting the proper values in the formula for obtaining the

reduced load corresponding to the allowable deflection, as given
on page 101, we have

which is the safe load required.

EXAMPLE III.

Required the best arrangement of beams for the floor system of

a building 40 feet wide x 88 feet deep to safely support a live

load of 100 pounds per square foot, using 10-inch tile arches

resting on 12-inch I-Beams.

The weight of the floor materials will be about 50 pounds per

square foot, allowing 39 pounds for the arch and 11 pounds for

the other materials, or a total load of 150 pounds per square foot

to be carried by the beams.

From the Table of Spacing for I-Beams for a uniform load of

100 pounds per square foot, page 128, it is seen that 12" standard

I-Beams weighing 31| pounds per foot and spaced 9.6 feet apart
from center to center can be used with a span of 20 feet, and for a

load of 150 pounds per square foot the spacing will be

9.6 X 100 A , ,
4

-160- =6 '4feet-

This will require one row of interior columns lengthwise of

building.

To support the beams at the center of the building will require

a line of girder beams resting on the columns. Assume the

columns 22 feet apart, thus dividing the building into 8 bays,

four on each side of the center.

The load on each girder will be

^ X 22 X 150 = 66 000 pounds.
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From the Table of Safe Loads, page 111, it is found that this will

require two 15-inch standard I-Beams, each weighing 60 pounds

per foot.

On account of the advisability of spacing the floorbeams equally,

the arrangement outlined above would reduce their distances to

22
-7-

= 5.5 feet center to center, so that 10-inch I-Beams, weighing

40 pounds per foot, might be used for the body of the floor, as may
be determined by referring to the Table of Spacings of Cambria

I-Beams, page 127, and calculating as before, with the result that

the allowable spacing for these conditions is found to be 5.7 feet.

The 10-inch 40-pound beam under these conditions, will, how-

ever, deflect almost to the allowable limit for plastered ceilings,

besides, they are heavier than the 12-inch 31.5-pound beams
first considered, so that the latter will be the stiffer and more
economical.

Although the load on the girder is not uniformly distributed,

but concentrated at three points between the supports, the bend-

ing moment in this case will be the same as if the load were figured

to be distributed uniformly, and for similar cases with different

spacings the moments would be very nearly identical.

TABLES OF MAXIMUM BENDING MOMENTS.

The Tables of Maximum Bending Moments for beams and
channels given on pages 136 and 137 are useful in determining the

proper section required to support one or more irregularly located

concentrated loads or various arrangements of loads to which the

tables of safe loads uniformly distributed will not apply.

The method used consists in computing the maximum bending
moment in foot pounds resulting from the specified loading, the

proper section corresponding to a fibre stress of 16 000 or 12 500

Ibs. per square inch, being taken directly from the tables without

further computation.
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SAFE LOADS IN POUNDS UNIFORMLY DIS-
TRIBUTED FOR CAMBRIA ANGLES.

EQUAL LEGS. n
NEUTRAL AXIS PARALLEL TO EITHER LEG. J-1

Safe loads below are figured for fibre stress of 16 000 pounds f I

per square inch and include weight of angle.

Distance

between

supports

in feet.
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SAFE LOADS IN POUNDS UNIFORMLY DIS-
TRIBUTED FOR CAMBRIA ANGLES.

EQUAL LEGS. n
NEUTRAL AXIS PARALLEL TO EITHER LEO.

| [

.

Safe loads below are figured for fibre stress of 16 000 pounds f
|

per square inch and include weight of angle.

Distance

between

supports

in feet.
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SAFE LOADS IN POUNDS UNIFORMLY DIS-

TRIBUTED FOR CAMBRIA ANGLES.

EQUAL LEGS.
NEUTRAL AXIS PARALLELTO EITHER LEG.

Safe loads below are figured for fibre stress of 16 000 pounds

per square inch and include weight of angle.

Distance

between

; sup-

|
ports

in feet.
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SAFE LOADS IN POUNDS UNIFORMLY DIS-
TRIBUTED FOR CAMBRIA ANGLES.

UNEQUAL LEGS.
NEUTRAL AXIS PARALLEL TO LONG LEG.

Safe loads below are figured for fibre stress of 16 000 pounds
per square inch and include weight of angle. =3-
Distance

between

supports

in feet.
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SAFE LOADS IN POUNDS UNIFORMLY DIS-
TRIBUTED FOR CAMBRIA ANGLES.

UNEQUAL LEGS.
NEUTRAL AXIS PARALLEL TO LONG LEG.

Safe loads below are figured for fibre stress of 16 000 pounds
per square inch and include weight of angle.

Distance
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SAFE LOADS IN POUNDS UNIFORMLY DIS-
TRIBUTED FOR CAMBRIA ANGLES.

UNEQUAL LEGS.
NEUTRALAXIS PARALLEL TO LONG LEG.

Safe loads below are figured for fibre stress of 16000
include weight of angle. =3-

Distance

between

supports

in feet.
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SAFE LOADS IN POUNDS UNIFORMLY DIS-
TRIBUTED FOR CAMBRIA ANGLES.

UNEQUAL LEGS.
NEUTRAL AXIS PARALLEL TO LONG LEG.

Safe loads below are figured for fibre stress of 16 000 pounds
per square inch and include weight of angle.

Distance between

supports in

feet.

Section No. A 135.

5" x 4"

11.0
Ibs.

per ft.

12.8
Ibs.

per ft.

14.5
Ibs.

per ft.

A"
16.2
Ibs.

per ft.

Ibs.

per ft.

tt"
19.5
Ibs.

per ft.

11
12
13
14
15

16

8370
5580
4180
3350

2790
2390

1670

1520

9630
6420
4810
3850

3210
2750
2410
2140

1750

10860
7240
5430

3100
2710
2410
2170

1970

12050
8030

3440
3010

2410

2190

13220
8810
6610
5290

4410
3780
3300
2940
2640

2400

14360
9570
7180
5740

4790
4100
3590
3190
2870

1390
1290
1200
1120

1050

1600
1480

1280

1200

1810
1670
1550
1450

1360

2010
1850
1720
1610

1510

2200
2030
1890
1760

1650

2390
2210
2050
1910

1790

Distance

between

sup-

ports

in feet.

7
8
9
10

11
12
13
14

Section No. A 105.

6" x 3*"

11.7
Ibs.

per ft. per

6570
4380
3280
2630

2190
1880
1640
1460
1310

1190
1090
1010

13-5 18.915.3
Ibs.

ft. per ft. per ft. per ft

7550
5030
3770
3020

2520
2160
1890
1680
1510

1370
1260
1160

8500
5670
4250
3400

2830
2430
2120
1890
1700

1550
1420
1310
1210

A"
17.1
Ibs.

9430
6290
4720
3770

3140
2690
2360
2100
1890

1710
1570
1450
1350

Ibs.

10340
6890
5170
4140

3450
2950
2580
2300
2070

1720
1590
1480

ft"

20.6 24.0
Ibs.

per ft. per ft. per ft.

Ibs.

11230
7480
5610
4490

3740
3210
2810
2490
2250

2040
1870
1730
1600

f"

22.4
Ibs.

12100
8070
6050
4840

4030
3460
3020
2690

2020
1860
1730

12960
8640
6480
5180

4320
3700
3240

2160
1990
1850

"
it" 1

25.7
Ibs.

per ft.

13800
9200
6900
5520

4600
3940
3450
3070
2760

2510
2300
2120
1970

27.3
Ibs.

per ft. per ft

14640
9760
7320
5850

4180
3660
3250

2660
2440
2250

28.9
Ibs.

15470
10310
7730
6190

5160
4420
3870
3440

2810
2580

2210

For safe loads below heavy lines the deflections will be greater than the
allowable limit for plastered ceilings = sfor span.
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SAFE LOADS IN POUNDS UNIFORMLY DIS
TRIBUTED FOR CAMBRIA ANGLES.

UNEQUAL LEGS.
NEUTRAL AXIS PARALLEL TO SHORT LEG.

Safe loads below are figured for fibre stress of 16 000 pounds
per square inch and include weight of angle.

Distance between

supports in

feet.
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SAFE LOADS IN POUNDS UNIFORMLY DIS-
TRIBUTED FOR CAMBRIA ANGLES.

UNEQUAL LEGS.
NEUTRAL AXIS PARALLEL TO SHORT LEG.

Safe loads below are figured for fibre stress of 16 000 pounds
per square inch and include weight of angle.

Distance

between

sup-

ports

in feet.
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GENERAL FORMULAE FOR FLEXURE OF BEAMS.
NOTATION.

A = Area of Section in square inches.
d = Depth of Cross Section in inches.
1 = Length of Span in inches.
L = Length of Span in feet.

p Stress in extreme fibre of section in pounds per square inch.
Xi Distance of Center of Gravity of Section from extreme fibre in inches.

Total Load, in pounds, Uniformly Distributed, including the Weight of
Beam.

Total Superimposed or Live Load, in pounds, Uniformly Distributed.
Total Weight of Beam, in pounds, Uniformly Distributed.
Total Safe Load, in pounds, Uniformly Distributed.
Load, in pounds, concentrated at any point.
Coefficient of Strength of the Tables of Properties = Safe Load, in pounds.

W
Wi
Wt
w,
p
F

for a fibre stress of 16 000 pounds per square inch for a span of one foot.
F' = Coefficient of Strength of the Tables of Properties = Safe Load, in pounds,

for a fibre stress of 12 500 pounds per square inch for a span of one foot.
D = Total Deflection of Beam, in inches, due to weight W.
Dwi and Dp

= Deflections of Beams, in inches, due to the weights Wi and P
respectively.

N = Coefficient of Deflection of the Tables of Properties = Deflection, in
inches, due to a total load of 1 000 pounds uniformly distributed for a
span of one foot.

N' = Coefficient of Deflection of the Tables of Properties = Deflection, in
inches, due to a superimposed load of 1 000 pounds, concentrated at
the middle of a Beam with a span of one foot.

H = Coefficient of Deflection, in inches, for fibre stress of 16 000 pounds per
square inch, for any section used as a Beam subjected to its safe load
Uniformly Distributed. (See table, page 98.)

H' = Coefficient of Deflection, in inches, for fibre stress of 12 500 pounds per
square inch for any section used as a Beam subjected to its safe load
Uniformly Distributed. (See table, page 98.)M = Total Bending Moment, in inch pounds, due to the Weight of Beam and
Superimposed Load.

[ = Moment of Inertia, in inches4 , Axis through Center of Gravity.
Ii = Moment of Inertia, in inches4

, Axis parallel to above but not through
Center of Gravity.

v = Distance, in inches, between these Axes.
S = Section Modulus in inches3,

r = Radius of Gyration in inches.
E = Modulus of Elasticity, in pounds, per square inch (Steel = 29 000 000).

GENERAL FORMULA

- Or for Symmetrical Section M =
3 d

For Beam supported at both ends and Uniformly Loaded:

SAFE LOADS.

F = ?5? where p = 16 000 pounds and 1 = 12" therefore F = -|- 16 000 S
I

F' = ?? where p = 12 500 pounds and 1 = 12" therefore F'= ^- 12 500 S
1 o

To obtain the Safe Load for any span in feet, for fibre stress of 16 000 pounds
per square inch:

o r T w '

2 16000 S F
Safe Load = Ws = --

^
=

To obtain the Safe Load for any span in feet, for fibre stress of 12 500 pounds
per square inch:
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GENERAL FORMULA FOR FLEXURE OF BEAMS.

(CONTINUED.)

DEFLECTIONS.

(1) Beam supported at both ends and Uniformly Loaded:

5 W13 5 (Wi + Wz) 1

Deflection for Total Load = D =^ -gj
=^-g|

-
Deflection for Superimposed Load = Dw

t
=^-~

(2) Beam supported at both ends with load concentrated at the middle:

PI* 5 W2l3

Deflection for Total Load = D =

P1J

Deflection for Superimposed Load = Dp
=

4OE/1

(3) Beam fixed at one end, unsupported at the other, and Uniformly Loaded:

Defection for Tota, Load - D - | = < +

Wil*
Deflection for Superimposed Load = Dw

t
=

-ggj

(4) Beam fixed at one end, and unsupported at the other, with load concen-

trated at the unsupported end:

Deflection for Total Load = D =
g^j + ggj

PI*
Deflection for Superimposed Load = Dp

= 5=7KE]

. where W =
(W^+W^ = 1 000 pounds and

oo oo i/

1=12"

N' - -!^L where P = 1 000 pounds and 1 = 12"
4or!/l

Total Deflection, in inches, due to a Beam Uniformly Loaded for any span in

_ n - NWL3 N (~
1000

=
1000

Total Deflection, in inches, due to a
Su.^

Beam W
2
for any span in feet = D =

YQQQ +

FOB SYMMETRICAL SECTIONS.

Total Deflection, in inches, for a fibre stress of 16 000 Ibs. per square inch

-f
Total Deflection, in inches, for a fibre stress of 12 500 Ibs. per square inch

D= f
FOB UNSYMMETBICAL SECTIONS.

Total Deflection, in inches, for a fibre stress of 16 000 pounds per square inch

D=S 2|
Total Deflection, in inches, for a fibre stress of 12 500 pounds per square inch
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BENDING MOMENTS AND DEFLECTIONS FOR
BEAMS OF UNIFORM SECTION.

W = Total Load, in Ibs., uniformly
distributed, ncluding the weight of
beam.
Wi =Total Superimposed or Live

Load, in Ibs., uniformly distributed,W2 = Total Weight of Beam or
Dead Load, in Ibs., uniformly dis-

tributed.

P, Pi, P2, Ps = Loads, in Ibs., con-
centrated at any points.

M =Total BendingMoment.in inch-lbs.
Mwi,Mp=BendingMoments,ininch-lbs. t

due toWeights Wi and P respectively.
I= Moment of Inertia, in inches*.
1 = Length of Span, in inches.
E= Modulus of Elasticity, in Ibs. per

square inch =29 000 000 for steel.Ws
= Total Safe Load, in Ibs., uni-

formly distributed, including weight of
i = Total Safe Load of Tables.

The ordinates in diagrams give the bending moments for corresponding points
on beam. For superimposed load only, make W in formulae equal to zero.

(1) Beam Supported at both ends
and Uniformly Loaded.

Diagram for Total Load:-
Wl

Draw parabola having M =
-3-o

Safe Superimposed Load, in Ibs., uni-

formly distributed, W'8 =WB -Wj.

Maximum Bending Moment at middle

Wl_ (Wi +W2)1

8
~

~~~8~~
Maximum Shear at points of support

W_ WH-Wi
=

2
"

2

of beam = M

Maximum deflection

5 (\

384 El

384 El

(2) Beam Supported atboth ends
with Load Concentrated

at the Middle. Safe Superimposed Load, in Ibs., con-

centrated, Pa
= *=

Maximum Bending Moment at middle

oftaun-M-5 +
WjL.

Maximum Shear at points of support =
P+W,

Diagram for Superimposed Load:

Draw triangle having Mp
=

Diagram, Dead Load.similar to Case(l)

Max. Deflection =^ +
W21

J

(3) Beam fixed atone end,Unsup-
ported at the other and
Uniformly Loaded.

Diagram for Total Load
iiri

Draw Parabola having M =

Safe Superimposed Load, in Ibs., uni-

formly distributed, W'B
=
^'

- W.

Maximum Bending Moment at point of
WI (Wi+W2)l

support = = s

^
^~

Maximum Shear at point of support
W = Wl -t- VV2.
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BENDING MOMENTS AND DEFLECTIONS FOR
BEAMS OF UNIFORM SECTION.

W = Total Load, in lbs. t uniformly
distributed, including the weight of

Wi = Total Superimposed or Live

Load, in Ibs., uniformly distributed.

W 2 = Total Weight of Beam or

Dead Load, in Ibs., uniformly dis-

tributed.

P, Pi, P2, Ps = Loads, in Ibs., con-
centrated at any points.

M =Total Bending Moment.ih inch-lbs.
Mwi,Mp=BendingMoments,ininch-lbs.,

due toWeights Wi and P respectively.
I = Moment of Inertia, in inches4

.

1 = Length of Span, in inches.
E = Modulus of Elasticity, in Ibs. per

square inch = 29 000 000 for steel.

W9
= Total Safe Load, in Ibs., uni-

formly distributed, including weight of
beam = Total Safe Load of Tables.

The ordinates in diagrams give the bending moments for corresponding points
>n beam. For superimposed load only, make Wg in formulae equal to zero.

(4) Beam fixed at one end, and
Unsupported at other, with

Load Concentrated
, -^_ at the free end.

MI ^

Diagram for Superimposed Load :

Draw triangle having Mp
= PI.

Diagram. Dead Load,similartoCase(3)

Safe Superimposed Load, in Ibs., con-

centrated, P. =
Wg " 4W>

.

Maximum Bending Moment at point of
Wl

support = Pl + -^-

Maximum Shear at point of support =
P+W*.

Maximum Deflection ^
pis ~

(5) Beam Supported atboth ends
with Load Concentrated at
any point.

Safe Superimposed Load, in Ibs., con-

QP

Diagram for Superimposed Load :

Draw triangle havingMp
= -r

Diagram, Dead Load,similar to Case(l

Maximum Bending Moment under load

= a(2Pb+W2l-Wa)
21 Pb W*

Max. Shear at Sup. near a = H
g~

'

Max. Shear at Sup. near b = -r- + -

Deflection at distance x from left sup-

= l
f2al

- an |

3EI1 L 3 J

^/sP*,
2al-i

Distance, from left

support,' of point of maximum deflection
for superimposed load.

(6) Beam Supported atboth ends
withtwo Symmetrical Loads.

M P 1

Safe Superimposed Load, in Ibs., con-

W,l - Wl
centrated, each, P

g
=

g
Maximum Bending Moment at center

of beam = Pa +^p
Maximum Shear at points of support =
2P+ Wj

Diagram for Superimposed Load:
Draw trapezoid having Mp

= Pa.

Diagram,Dead Load, similar to Cased

Maximum Deflection

24 El 384
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BENDING MOMENTS AND DEFLECTIONS FOR
BEAMS OF UNIFORM SECTION.

W = Total Load, in Ibs., uniformly
distributed, including the weight of

beam.
Wi = Total Superimposed or Live

Load, in Ibs., uniformly distributed.

Wj = Total Weight of Beam or
Dead Load, in Ibs., uniformly dis-

tributed.

P, Pi, P 2 , Ps = Loads, in Ibs., con-
centrated at any points.

M = Total Bending Moment.in inch-lbs.
Mwi,Mp=BendingMoments,ininch-lbs.,

due toWeights Wi and P respectively.
I = Moment of Inertia, in inches4

.

1 = Length of Span, in inches.
E = Modulus of Elasticity, in Ibs., per

square inch = 29 000 000 for steel.Wa
= Total Safe Load, in Ibs., uni-

formly distributed, including the weight
of beam = Total Safe Load of Tables.

The ordinates in diagrams give the bending moments for corresponding points
on beam. For superimposed load only, make W2 in formulae equal to zero.

(7) Beam Supported atbothends
with Loads Concentrated
at various Points.

CD E
@p QPI Q P*

The total bending moment at any

point produced by all the weights is

equal to the sum of the moments at

that point produced by each of the

weights separately.

Diagram for Dead Load similar to

Case (1).

The Maximum Bending Moment occurs

at the point where the vertical shear

equals zero and will be at one of the

loads P, Pi, or P2 depending upon their

amounts and spacing if W2 is neglected.

Let R = Reaction at Left Support.

Bending Moment at P =

Bending Moment at Pi =

p,
- Rai - P^ + P (a, - a)]

Bending Moment at Pi = Mp2
= Raj

Shear or Reaction at Left Support
P 2 b 2 +Pibi + Pb

,
W2

1
"*"

2
'

Shear or Reaction at Right Support =
P 2 a2 + Pi at + Pa W2

1
"*"

2
'

Diagram for Superimposed Load:
Draw as in Case (5) the Ordinates FC,
GD and HE representing the bending
moments due to loads P, Pi and P2 re.

spectively. Produce FC to P, making PC
= FC + 1C + JC; GD to Q, making

QD - GD + KD + LD; and HE to R,

making RE = HE + ME + NE. Join

the points A, P, Q, R and B, then the

ordinates between A B and polygon A P
QRB will represent the bending moments
for corresponding points on beam.
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BENDING MOMENTS AND DEFLECTIONS FOR
BEAMS OF UNIFORM SECTION.

W = Total Load, in Ibs., uniformly
distributed, including the weight of
beam.
Wi = Total Superimposed or Live

Load, in Ibs., uniformly distributed.
Wz = Total Weight of Beam or

Dead Load, in Ibs., uniformly dis-

tributed.

P, Pi, Pz, Ps = Loads, in Ibs., con-

M =Total Bending Moment in inch-lbs.
Mwi,M p=BendingMoments,ininch-lbs.,

due toWeights Wi and P respectively.
I = Moment of Inertia, in inches4.

1 = Length of Span, in inches.
E = Modulus of Elasticity, in Ibs., per

square inch = 29 000 000 for steel.W3
= Total Safe Load, in Ibs., uni-

formly distributed, including the weight
of beam = Total Safe Load of Tables.centrated at any points.

The ordinates in diagrams give the bending moments for corresponding points
on beam. For superimposed load only, make Wz in formulae equal to zero.

(8) m Fixed atboth ends and
Uniformly Loaded.

Diagram for Total Load: Draw
WI

parabola having M = ~ Also A A'
o

parallel to base and at a distance
WI

M' = The Vertical distances

between the parabola and line A A'
are the moments for corresponding
points on beam.

Safe Superimposed Load, in Ibs., uni-
formly distributed, W'a

=
fW8

- Wj.

Distance of points of contra-flexure
from supports = .21131.

Maximum Bending Moment at points
WI (Wi +Wz) 1

of support = = S--
l2~'

Bendi
WI (

Moment at middle of beam =

24 24

Maximum Shear at points of support =

2

Maximum Deflection *

(Wi
384EI

384EI

(9) Beam Fixed at both ends
with Load Concentrated at
the Middle.

!M
V

Diagram for Superimposed Load:
PI

Draw triangle having M = Also

A A' parallel to base and at a distance

M' = ~ The Vertical distances be-

tween the triangle and line A A' are
the moments forcorresponding points
on beam.
Diagram for Dead Load similar to

Case (8).

Safe Superimposed Load, in Ibs., con-
centrated, Pg

= W. -
3W z .

Distance of points of contra-flexure
from supports =

il.

Maximum Bending Moment at points
PI W*l

of support = - + ---

Bending Moment at middle of beam
PI wa
8

"*"
24

'

Maximum Shear at points of support
P +W2

Maximum Deflection =

W21.
192EI

384EI
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VALUES OF MOMENTS OF INERTIA FOR STAND-
ARD AND CAMBRIA SECTIONS.

A - [b + 2 (a
-

t)] t.

, (bt-t*) (a-at)
i-r

I. Axis 1 - 1 =

-2 -

ab-a'(b-2t)
12

-2a'b'-6a'an>'

V Minimum. Axis 3 - 3 =

3s*(b-ti)+2b's' (s'+3s)+3tid-l (ti-t) (3d-l)

6A

[.Axisl-l^^^r-^'-ACx- n')

, sb'-fs^iH-lt* ^br
[2b

/
H-(2b^+3ti)^]

I,Axis2-2^
^2

+ - 36~

144

e Area of head.

A - e + t (d - k) + (b - t) (a + -|)

2A

= e Li6+Va -
-*2~;j1

+ W32bs._ A(x _ s)2>

i^-f+**g**4 36
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PROPERTIES OF VARIOUS SECTIONS.

Sections.
Area of Section.

A

Distance from Neutral
Axis to Extremities

of Section.

x and xi

~2
d* tan. 30 = .866d*

2 cos 30
.577d

2d2 tan. 22i = .828 d*

bd = .785 bd

1

td + 2b' (s + n')
dXX--

td + 2b' (s + n')

td + b' (s + n') -

(b + 2t) ] -=- A
xi=b-x
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PROPERTIES OF VARIOUS SECTIONS.

Sections.
Area of Section.

Distance from Neutral
Axis to Extremities

of Section.

x and xi

bd - h (b - t)

bd ~ h (b - t)

bd - h (b - t)

bd - h (b - t)

2bs+ht
-2A
= b x

td -f s (b - t)

bs + ht

dt+ 8(b-t)
2A

xx = d x

bs + ht + bis

-t) (2d-s)
2A

xi = d x

3bs*+ 3th (d+ s)+h(ti-t) (h+3s)

6A
xi = d x
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EXPLANATIONS OF THE TABLES OF PROPERTIES
OF STANDARD AND SPECIAL I-BEAMS, STAND-

ARD AND SPECIAL CHANNELS, AND STANDARD
AND SPECIAL ANGLES WITH EQUAL AND UN-

EQUAL LEGS.

PROPERTIES OF I-BEAMS.

PAGES 182 TO 185 INCLUSIVE.

The figures or values in the various columns give the section

numbers, dimensions, weights, areas and properties of the sec-

tions as noted in the different headings.

The columns which require special explanation are as follows:

SECTION MODULUS Column 8.

This is obtained from the moment of inertia in column 7 by

dividing it by the distance from the neutral axis to the most

remote fibre, which in this case is one-half the depth of the beam.

COEFFICIENTS OF STRENGTH Columns 13 and 14.

The coefficients of strength F and F' have been computed for

fibre stresses of 16 000 and 12 500 pounds per square inch respect-

ively, as stated in the headings of the columns, and are the safe

loads in pounds uniformly distributed, including its own weight,

for a beam one foot long. Thus the safe load for any span may

be obtained by dividing the proper coefficient by the length of

the span in feet.

The coefficients of strength were obtained from the following

formulae:

.F = f X16000XS
F 7 = f X 12 500 X S

in which S is the section modulus.
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COEFFICIENTS OF DEFLECTION Columns 15 and 16.

The Coefficients of Deflection N and N' for uniform and center

loads, respectively, were obtained from the following formulae:

Wl3 PI3
N = -^- N' =

76.8EI 48EI

in which

P and W = 1 000 pounds.

1 = 12 inches.

E = 29 000 000.

I = moment of inertia about axis 1-1.

These coefficients are, therefore, the deflections in inches of a

beam one foot long with a load of 1 000 pounds, hence, the deflec-

tion of a beam for any load and span may be obtained by multi-

plying the proper coefficient by the cube of the span in feet, and

by the number of 1 000-pound units in the given load.

PROPERTIES OF STANDARD AND SPECIAL CHANNELS.

PAGES 186 TO 191 INCLUSIVE.

The various columns in the Tables of Properties of Standard

Channels are similar to those in the Tables of Properties of

I-Beams, as explained above, with the addition of column 11,

which gives the Section Modulus about an axis through the center

of gravity parallel to the web, and column 13, which gives the

distance of the center of gravity from the outside of the web.

j>
In this case the Section Modulus S' = ; the notation being

b x

as given at the heads of the columns.
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PROPERTIES OF ANGLES.

The values in the Tables of Properties of Standard and Special

Angles, with Equal Legs, pages 198 to 203, are those stated in the

headings, and those in the Tables of Properties of Standard and

Special Angles, with Unequal Legs, on pages 204 to 209, are

similar, but with the addition of values for I", S" and r" about

the inclined axis 3-3, the position of which, in order to give the

minimum values, was determined by the formula on page 166

or the value of the tangent of 2a. After determining the position

of the inclined axis, the properties corresponding thereto were

obtained by the formula on page 166.

MOMENTS OF INERTIA OF RECTANGLES.

Tables of Moments of Inertia of Rectangles, about a trans-

verse axis through the center of gravity, are added on pages 210

to 213 for convenience in calculating the Moments of Inertia,

Section Moduli, and Radii of Gyration for compound shapes in

which plates are used.

Table I is more convenient when depth of rectangle is expressed

without fraction, and is directly applicable to rectangles of various

widths, J4 to 1 inch, varying by fgths. Table II gives values

for 1 inch widths of rectangle only, but for all depths from -& to

50 if inches, varying by ^gths. Value for any other width may
be obtained from Table II by direct multiplication of tabular

value by that other width.

GENERAL FORMULAE FOR PROPERTIES AND
FLEXURE.

Formulae for obtaining the Properties of Standard Sections are

given on pages 166 and 167, and for various usual sections on

pages 168 to 175 inclusive.

General formulas for Flexure of Beams, Bending Moments,
and Deflections for various cases of loading are given on pages

160 to 165 inclusive.
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EXAMPLES OF APPLICATION OF THE TABLES
OF PROPERTIES.

EXAMPLE I.

What is the proper size of I-Beam to carry a load of 35 000

pounds concentrated at the center of a span of 25 feet, the fibre

stress not to exceed 16 000 pounds per square inch?

In the Tables of Properties of Standard I-Beams, the column

headed F gives the coefficient of strength for a uniform load cor-

responding to a fibre stress of 16 000 pounds per square inch.

The coefficient of strength for a concentrated load at the center

is twice that for the same load uniformly distributed, hence the

coefficient necessary to meet the conditions is 35 000 X 25 X 2

= 1 750 000. From the Table of Properties of Standard

I-Beams, page 185, column 13, the coefficient F for a 24-inch

80-pound beam is found to be 1 855 310. The weight of the

beam itself is 80 X 25 = 2000 pounds, which corresponds to a

coefficient of 2000 X 25 = 50 000, which deducted from 1 855 310

gives a net coefficient of 1 805 310. A 24-inch beam weighing

80 pounds per foot is, therefore, the proper size.

EXAMPLE II.

What is the deflection of the beam in the preceding example

under the given load?

In the Table of Properties of Standard I-Beams, pages 182 to

185 inclusive, the coefficient of deflection for beams with center

loads is given in column 16. To obtain the required deflection it

is only necessary to multiply the coefficient by the cube of the span

and the number of 1 000 pounds units contained in the load.

Thus for the given example the deflection in inches =

.0000006 X 25s X = .328 inch.
1000
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EXAMPLE III,

What is the safe load uniformly distributed that can be placed

on an 8-inch, standard channel weighing 11.25 pounds per foot,

with a clear span of 15 feet for a maximum fibre stress of 12 500

pounds per square inch, the web to be placed vertically?

From the table of Properties of Standard Channels, page 187,

column 16, the coefficient of strength F' for the given channel

under the conditions named, is found to be 67 300. Hence, the

total load may be 67 300 -r- 15 = 4487 pounds, and, as the channel

itself weighs 169 pounds, the net superimposed load which is can

safely carry under the given conditions is 4318 pounds.

EXAMPLE IV.

What is the fibre stress in a 5" x 3" angle weighing 8.2 pounds

per foot if loaded at the center with a weight of 1500 pounds, used

as a beam with a span of 6 feet, the 5-inch leg to be placed verti-

cally?

The bending moment at the center will be

Wa + WJ _
1500^X72

+ 8.2X6X72 _ ^^ .^^^
Referring to the Table of Properties of Standard Angles,

Unequal Legs, on page 207, the Section Modulus for this angle,

corresponding to the axis 2 2, is found to be 1.89.

The maximum fibre stress is obtained by dividing the bending

moment by the section modulus, thus: = 14 520, which is

the maximum fibre stress in pounds per square inch at the point

most remote from the neutral axis, which in this case is the

extremity of the longer leg of the angle.

The second term in the above expression for the bending

moment is that due to the weight of the angle itself and is incon-

siderable, so that in practice it might be neglected for short spans,

but should be taken into consideration for the longer ones.
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PROPERTIES OF COMPOUND SHAPES.

The moments of inertia, section moduli, and radii of gyration

of compound sections used as beams or columns, composed of

plates and angles, channels, beams, or any combination of these,

may be obtained with the aid of the Tables of Properties as

follows:

The first step is to find the center of gravity of the proposed

section, which in the case of symmetrical sections is at the center

of the figure

For unsymmetrical sections the position of the center of

gravity may be determined by multiplying the areas of the

component parts by the distances of their centers of gravity

from any convenient line, taken as an axis, and dividing the sum
of these products by the sum of the areas, which will give the

distance of the center of gravity of the compound section from

the assumed axis.

The position of the center of gravity for all sizes of angles

and channels, is given in the Tables of Properties for these

shapes, and is given for various geometrical sections on pages
168 to 175 inclusive, in connection with their other properties.

After determining the position of the center of gravity of a

compound section, as explained above, the moment of inertia

about an axis through its center of gravity may be found by
taking the sum of the moments of inertia of each component
part about an axis through its own center of gravity, parallel to

the axis of the compound section, and adding thereto the sum
of products obtained by multiplying the area of each component
part by the square of the distance of its center of gravity from
the axis of the compound section.

Having thus obtained the moment of inertia of the compound
section, the section modulus may be obtained by dividing this

moment of inertia by the distance from the neutral axis to the

most remote extremity of the section.

The square of the radius of gyration for the compound section

may be obtained by dividing the moment of inertia by the total

area.

The moment of inertia of a compound section about any axis

other than that through its center of gravity may be found in a
manner similar to that above described.
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PROPERTIES OF STANDARD ANGLES.

EQUAL LEGS.
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PROPERTIES OF
STANDARD ANGLES.

UNEQUAL LEGS.

1
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PROPERTIES OP
STANDARD ANGLES.

UNEQUAL LEGS.

6

Section
Thickness.

Weight

fi
Area
of

Section.

Distance of Center

of Gravity
from Back of

Longer Leg.

Moment
of Inertia

Aiisl-L

bza
Pounds. Sq. Ins. Inch. Inches.*

A101

A103

623

A105

A107 6 x4

2.58
2.83

3-51
3.71
3.91

4.05
4.45
4.83
5.20
5.55
5.89
6.21
6.62

3.34
3.81
4.25
4.67
5.08
5.47
5.84
6.20
6.55
6.88
7421

4.90
5-60
6.27

8.11
8.68
9.23
9.75

10.26
10.75
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PROPERTIES OP SPECIAL ANGLES.

UNEQUAL LEGS.

1
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RADII OF GYRATION FOR TWO ANGLES
PLACED BACK TO BACK.

ANGLES WITH UNEQUAL LEGS.

Radii of gyration correspond to directions indicated by arrowheads.

Section

Number.

Eadii of Gyration.

Angles marked * are special sections.
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STRENGTH OF STEEL COLUMNS OR STRUTS.

For various values of - in which L = length in feet and r =

radius -of gyration in inches.

P = ultimate strength in Ibs. per square inch.

FOB SOFT STEEL.

Square bearing Pin and square bearing Pin bearing
45 000 45 000 45 000P =

1 + 1 + (12 L)* (12 L)*

36 000 r2
'

24 000 r2
'

18 000 r2

To obtain safe unit stress:

For quiescent loads, as in buildings, divide by 4.

For moving loads, as in bridges, divide by 5.

JL_
,

r
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STRENGTH OF STEEL COLUMNS OR STRUTS.

For various values of in which L = length in feet and r

radius of gyration in inches.

P = ultimate strength in Ibs. per square inch.

Square bearing

45000

1 + (12 L)*

FOR SOFT STEEL.

Pin and square bearing

45000

1 t (12L)
2

1 "
t

"24000r2

Pin bearing

45000

(12 L) 2

36 000 r2

To obtain safe unit stress:

For quiescent loads, as in buildings, divide by 4.

For moving loads, as in bridges, divide by 5.

18 000 r2

L
'

r
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STRENGTH OF STEEL COLUMNS OR STRUTS.

For various values of in which L = length in feet and r =

radius of gyration in inches.

P = ultimate strength in Ibs. per square inch.

FOR MEDIUM STEEL.

Square bearing Pin and square bearing

50 000 50 000
p _

1 + (12 L)*
P =

1 + (12 L)
2

^

24 000 r2

P =

Pin bearing

50000

1
(12 L)

36 000 r2

To obtain safe unit stress:

For quiescent loads, as in buildings, divide by 4.

For moving loads, as in bridges, divide by 5.

18000 r2

L
r
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EXAMPLE OF THE USE OF THE TABLES OF RADII
OF GYRATION FOR TWO ANGLES PLACED BACK
TO BACK AND THE TABLES OF STRENGTH OF
STEEL COLUMNS OR STRUTS.

PAGES 215 TO 221 INCLUSIVE

What is the size of truss member required to safely sustain 50 000

pounds in compression, the safety factor being 4, the unsupported
length 8 feet, the gusset plates at each end being y%" thick?

Assume for trial two 4" x 3" x s
/fs
"
angles with the long legs together.

Referring to page 216, the least Radius of Gyration, comparing values

in columns r and r3 is found to be 1.27. The ratio of the length of the

column in feet to the Least Radius of Gyration in inches, - is, there-

fore, ^- =6.3.
1.27

Referring to the table of Strength of Steel Columns or Struts for

medium steel, page 220, the ultimate strength of a column in which

=6.3 is found by interpolation between the values for 6.2 and 6.4

to be 43 149 pounds per square inch, which, divided by the safety
factor 4, gives 10 787 pounds as the safe unit stress per square inch.

Multiplying the safe unit stress per square inch, 10 787 pounds, by
4.18, the area of the two angles in square inches, gives 45 090 pounds
as the total safe load. This is slightly less than the specified load of

50 000 pounds, and, therefore, it will be necessary to increase the
assumed section . Assume the angles to be 4" x 3" x %", for which the
Least Radius of Gyration is found by interpolation to be 1.26, and, by

the same process used above, is found to be 6.35, which corre-

sponds to an ultimate strength of 43 055 pounds per square inch, or a
safe unit stress of 10 764 pounds per square inch, which, if multiplied
by the area of the two angles, 4.96 square inches, gives a safe total

load of 53 389 pounds, which is ample to meet the conditions stated.

EXPLANATION OF TABLES RELATING TO DIMEN-
SIONS AND SAFE LOADS OF STEEL COLUMNS

OF VARIOUS SECTIONS.

PAGES 224 TO 301 INCLUSIVE

Tables of Dimensions for Plate and Angle Columns are given on
pages 224 and 225, the Moments of Inertia and Section Moduli about
two rectangular axes are given on pages 226 to 228 and the Safe Loads
for various lengths, calculated for the Radius of Gyration about each
of the two rectangular axes, are given on pages 248 to 267 inclusive.

Tables of Dimensions for Latticed Channel Columns are given on
pages 230, the Moments of Inertia and Section Moduli about two rec-

tangular axes are given on page 231 , the Safe Loads for various lengths
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based upon the Least Radius of Gyration, are given on pages 268 to
271 , and data relating to the proper sizes of lattice bars and stay-plates
to be used with these columns are given on pages 272 and 273.

On pages 232 and 233 are given the Principal Dimensions of Plate
and Channel Columns with comparatively narrow plates called^ for

convenience of reference, Series A, and on pages 234 and 235 for

Series B, which differs from Series A, in having wider plates. Mo-
ments of Inertia and Section Moduli about two rectangular axes
are given for Series A and B on pages 236 to 242 inclusive, and the
Safe Loads for different lengths, based upon the Least Radius of

Gyration, are given on pages 274 to 301 inclusive.

Safe Loads for I-Beams used as Columns or Struts are given on
pages 244 to 247 , and the dimensions of these sections can be obtained
from the tables on pages 186 to 189 inclusive.

The Plate and Channel Columns given in Series A are particularly
useful in buildings or locations in which it is desired to keep the ex-
treme dimensions of the cross section as small as possible for this style
of column, although in this series the Radius of Gyration about the
central axis parallel to the channel webs is somewhat smaller than the
Radius of Gyration about the axis perpendicular to the channel webs.
This makes the narrower columns of Series A somewhat less economi-
cal of material than the wider columns of Series B , which, however, is

small in amount for columns of ordinary story length of 10 feet to 14

feet, such as are used in skeleton buildings.

In Series B of Plate and Channel Columns with wider plates, the
Radii of Gyration about the two axes are practically equal for the
intermediate thicknesses and these columns are slightly more eco-
nomical of material than those of Series A, although they require
somewhat more space on account of their wider sections.

The Safe Loads for columns of various kinds, as given on pages 244
to 301 inclusive, are expressed in thousands of pounds, and have been
figured by the use of Gordon's formula, as stated at the heads of the
various tables, using the safety factor 4, which relates to static or

quiescent loads such as occur in ordinary buildings.

On page 229 is given a table showing the Distances Back to Back for

Spacing Two Channels of the same size in order to produce equal Mo-
ments of Inertia about the two rectangular axes. This table will be
found to be useful in designing compression members of trusses, etc.
The Safe Loads of the tables are assumed to be centrally applied,

and for convenience in computing the proper sizes required to support
eccentric loads the tables of Moments of Inertia and Section Moduli
for the different sections of columns are given.

The Safe Loads in the various tables are figured for extreme ratios

from 30 to 150 for , in which 1 is the length of the column and r the

Least Radius of Gyration, both expressed in inches.

The weights of columns stated in the tables are per lineal foot of
shaft, and do not include any allowances for bases, brackets or other
connections, as these depend upon the particular details and require-
ments of each case.

Loads for other safety factors can be figured from the tables by
inverse proportion, thus:
New safety factor : 4 :: load from tables : new loads.

Drawings of typical details of steel columns are given on page 243.
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DIMENSIONS FOR PLATE AND ANGLE
COLUMNS.

3 y
Size

of

ingles.

Size

of

Plates.

Weight

of

Column.

Area of

Column

Section.

Inches. Inches. Lbs.perFt. Sq. Ins.

4 x3
,

4 x3

23.1
44.2

24.8
47.6

26.5
51.0

28-2
54.4

25.6
59.5

28.1
67.1

ft:!

37.3
97.0

39.4
103.0

41.6
108.9

43.7
114.9

7.24
14.00

7.74
15.00

8.24
16.00

7.51
17.49

7.76
18.24

8.26
19.74

8.76
21.24

10.86
28.44

11.49
30.19

12.11
31.94

12.74
33.69

Inches.

ex

6H

eys

Inches. Inches. Inches Inches. Inches.

2%

IS

8

IS

IS

Vfi

l*/s

IK

IK

11
HA

as

2%

9H

OK

8K

IOK

Dimensions m' and c may be varied to suit requirements.
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DIMENSIONS FOR PLATE AND ANGLE
COLUMNS.

Size

of

Angles.

Size

of

Plates.

Weight

of

Column.

Area of

Column

Section.

m'

Inches. Inches. Lbs.perFt. Sq.Ins. Inches. Inches. Inches. Inches. Inches. Inches.

^
S*?,H'fl[

"
x
"

*tt

12 x^

14x^

45.4
128.7

47.6
135.1

49.7
141.6

61.8
147.8

62.1
156.4

64.7
163.2

67.2
170.0

13.37
87.74

7x3Hxft" " 1

"*" *1

M

18 xH

16 x ft

18xft

20xft

176.8

80.8
176.8

83.8
183.6

89.8
197.2

14.62
41.49

16.24
43.36

18.18
46.00

18.93
48.00

19.68
50.00

20.43
52.00

23.73
52.00

24.60
54.00

25.48
66.00

26.35
58.00

If*

18*

17A
1

2

2

IBM
19ft

1SK

11H

22ft
22ft

20ft
20tt

21H

4%
5ft

Dimensions m' and c may be varied to suit requirements.
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PROPERTIES OF LATTICED CHANNEL COLUMNS.

Depth of Channel

and

Section Number.

Weight

per

foot

Pounds.

Axis 1-1.

Moment

of Inertia.

Inches.*

Section

Inches.*

iiis 2-2.

Moment

of Inertia.

Inches.*

Section

Modulus.

Inches.*

6*
C17

7*
C21

8*
C25

10*
033

15*
C53

13.00
16.50

14.75
17.25
19.75

11.25

J0.50

860.4

35.2
88.7

66.5 15.6
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DIMENSIONS FOR PLATE AND CHANNEL
COLUMNS.

V|
A->tA- in

|

e-t

SERIES A.

Channel

and
Section

No.

6"
C17

ci

8"
C25

039

Weight

fit

Pounds.

10
4
.5

13
4
.0

15.5

9
4
.75

12
4
.25

14
4
.75

17J35

19
4
.75

11.26

18.75

16
4
.25

18
4
.75

21.25

13
4
.26

15
4

.00

20
4

.00

25.00

Size of Plates.

Width.

Thick-

ness

Inches.

10

11

Inch. Inch.

32

.44

^6

.21

.32

.43

.53

.63

.31

.40

.49

.58

.23

.29

.45

.61

4H

Inches. Inches. Inches. Inches. Inches.
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DIMENSIONS FOR PLATE AND CHANNEL
COLUMNS.

G~>k C *<

SERIES A.

T
and

Section

No.

Weight

Width.

Pounds.

Size of Plates.

Thick-

Inches. Inch. Inch. Inches. Inches. Inches. Inches. Inches. Inches. Inches.

15,0

20.0

25,0

39,0

35,0

20.5

25,0

30.0

35,0

40.0

12

14

35,0

40.0

45,0

60.0

65.0

.24

.88

.53

.28

.89

.51

.64

"

11

.40

m 3%

4%
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DIMENSIONS FOR PLATE AND CHANNEL
COLUMNS.
t*-G-W C->!

SERIES B.

and
Section

Ho.

Veight

Pounds.

Size of Plates.

Width.

Inches.

Thick-

Inch. Inch. Inches. Inches. Inches. Inches. Inches. Inches. Inches.

6*
017

7*
081

086

&

8.0

10
4

.6

13
4
.0

9
4

.75

12.25

14
4
.75

17
4

.85

19
4

.76

11.85

13.76

11

18
4
.75

81.85

13
4

.85

15
4

.00

20.00

26.00

18

13

2P
.32

.44

.21

.32

.42

.53

.63

.31

.40

4?
.58

J2Q

.45

2$

2$
2H

3%

tf

W
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DIMENSIONS FOR PLATE AND CHANNEL
COLUMNS.

v
(*~ -1)--

SERIES B.

Channel

and
Section

Ho.

Weight

Pounds.

Size of Plates.

Width.

Inches.

Thick-

Inch. Inch. Inches. Inches. Inches. Inches. Inches.

10"
C33

12"
C41

16"
C53

15.0

20.0

25.0

30.0

35.0

20.5

26.0

30.0

35.0

40.0

33.0

35.0

4
9,'

45.0

60.0

66.0

15

16

20

.38

.63

.68

.28

.39

.51
ii

.64

.76

.40

.43

.52

.62

6^ 1H

2
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TYPICAL DETAILS OF PLATE GIRDERS, COLUMN
BASES AND STEEL COLUMNS.

t
a

/JDC\
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SIZE OF SINGLE LATTICE BARS TO BE USED WITH
LATTICED CHANNEL COLUMNS.

Depth
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SIZE OF STAY PLATES TO BE USED WITH
LATTICED CHANNEL COLUMNS.

Minimum size of Stay
Plates at Ends of Columns.
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STRENGTH OF HOLLOW BOUND AND HOLLOW
RECTANGULAR CAST IRON COLUMNS.

For various values of -r in which:
d

L = length of column in feet,

d = least outside diameter in inches.

P = ultimate strength in pounds per square inch.

Based on Oordon's Formula) for Columns with Square Ends.

Hollow Bound. Hollow Rectangular.
80000 80000P =

800 d*
1 +

1067 d

L
d
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EXPLANATIONS OF TABLES OF SAFE LOADS FOR BEAM BOX-GIRDERS AND
PLATE GIRDERS, PAGES 306 TO 326 INCLUSIVE.

For cases in which the loads to be carried exceed the capacities of single rolled

beams or ordinary beam girders composed of two or more beams with the usual
bolts and separators, it is necessary to use built-up sections.

BEAM BOX-GIRDERS. A useful and economical section of this kind can be com-
posed of two rolled beams with plates riveted to the top and bottom flanges, making
a beam box-girder, tor which tables of safe uniformly distributed loads are given
on pages 306 to 316 inclusive.
The safe loads given in the tables include the weights of the beam box-girders,

and are figured from the moment of inertia or the section modulus after making the

necessary deductions for rivet holes, the fibre stress used in the calculations being
15 000 pounds per square inch of net section.
Beam box-girders are particularly useful for supporting wide walls and in other

locations up to the limits of their capacity, but they should not be placed where ex-

posed to moisture, as the section is such that access cannot be had to their interior
for inspection and painting.
PLATE GIRDERS. In cases where the widths of beam box-girders would prohibit

their use, and for loads greater than their capacities, plate girders composed of plates
and angles may be used.
Tables of safe loads uniformly distributed for plate girders from 24" to 48" deep

are given on pages 317 to 326 inclusive.

The loads given in the tables include the weights of the girders and are calculated
from the moment of inertia or the section modulus after making a proper deduction
for rivet holes, the fibre stress used in the calculation being 15 000 pounds per square
inch of net section.

Although the tables do not show the stiffener angles for plate girders, care ihould
be taken that these are provided in all cases where necessary to prevent buckling of
the web due to the shearing action therein. The stiffeners should be made of angles
riveted to the web. fitted tightly between the top and bottom flange angles, and they
should be provided, at the end of the girders, of such size and number as to be
capable of carrying the total reaction at each end to the supports. Stiffeners should
also be provided at intervals along the girder, spaced at suitable distances apart, as
determined by the formula and explanations on pages 94 and 95.
Care should also be taken in arranging the rivet spacing for connecting the flange

angles to the web, so that sufficient rivets are provided to properly transmit the
stresses which act between these two portions of the construction. This will require
the rivets to be spaced more closely a*he ends than at the center, and the exact

spacing at any point along the girder may be obtained by dividing the product of
the distance between the center lines of the rivet holes in the two flanges and the
resistance of one rivet by the total vertical shear at the given point, thus :

p = -^-in
which

S = the total vertical shear, in pounds, at the point under consideration.
r = the resistance of one rivet, . ., the bearing value or shearing value, whichever

is the smaller, expressed in pounds,
h = the depth of the girder between the upper and lower center lines of rivets,

expressed in inches.

p = pitch of rivets in the flange angles, expressed in inches.
The formula above will give the theoretical rivet spacing at any point in the

flanges due to the total shear, but in practice the pitch for various portions of the

length should be stated for the least possible number of spacing panels containing
an even number of spaces, the pitch in each of which should preferably be expressed
in even inches or even inches and halves or quarters of an inch, and the usual limits
of pitch will vary from 2H" to 6".
The rivet spacing should also conform to the rules given on page 358, and in

cases where loads are applied directly to the flanges, sufficient rivets must be pro-
vided to carry these in addition to the rivets necessary for securing the web and
flanges together as explained above.

It should also be noted that the safe loads given in the tables are based on the*

assumption that the girder is supported laterally, otherwise a proper reduction in
the allowable safe load must be made, as explained in connection with beams on
pages 82 and 83.
The weights of beam box-girders and plate girders in the tables are expressed in

pounds per lineal foot, including the rivets necessary to secure the web and flanges
together, but the weights do not include any allowance for brackets, stiffeners, con-
nections or other details, as these will vary, subject to the conditions of each case.
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GRILLAGE BEAMS FOR FOUNDATIONS.
In designing foundations for walls or columns carrying heavy loads resting upon

the soil, it is necessary to distribute the weight over a suitable area, and this is

readily accomplished, in a small depth, by using a grillage composed of steel beams
imbedded in concrete, thus obviating the necessity of large masses of masonry and

deep excavations. For heavy loads on soil of small bearing power three tiers of

beams may be necessary, while for lighter loads and soil of greater bearing power
two tiers of beams will ordinarily suffice.

The grillage beams which are to be surrounded by concrete should be spaced not

less than 3" apart in the clear between the flanges, so that the concrete may be thor-

oughly rammed between them, and gas-pipe, or standard cast-iron separators should
be used to maintain the beams in proper position.

Knowing the total weight to be carried and the allowable intensity of loading per
square foot of the supporting soil, the area of the footing required can be readily

found, which, taken into consideration with any other conditions limiting the form or

proportions of the footing, will determine the external dimensions of the foundation.

The beams may be considered as subjected to a uniform load extending over a por-
tion of their upper surfaces, the center of which is at the center of length of the

beams, and as being uniformly supported from below throughout their length.
Under these circumstances, the maximum bending moment will occur at the

center of the beam and, using the notation given for the upper tier in the sketch

below, this bending moment for one beam will be as follows :

Bending moment in inch pounds = (c b)
o

in which c and b are expressed in inches and W is the total weight in pounds on
one beam, obtained by dividing the total load by the number of beams composing
the tier in question.
This formula for the bending moment is the same as that for a beam of the length

(c b) supported at the ends and uniformly loaded with the total weight W, so

that the proper sizes of beams, bending considered, may be obtained directly from
the tables of safe loads uniformly distributed for Cambria I-Beams,on pages 106 toll?

inclusive, or for cases in which the lengths are shorter than those given in these

tables, the sizes may be calculated from the coefficients of strength or the section

moduli given in the tables of properties of I-Beams, pages!82 to 185 inclusive, tak-

ing care, however, to use as the length, the distance (c b), for the upper tier, and
the corresponding figures for the other tiers.

After determining the size ofbeam required based upon bending, as stated above,
an examination should also be made of the capacity of the beam web to resist buck-

ling. This may be done by considering the web as a column of height equal to the

clear distance between the fillets and calculating the safe load therefor by the use of

the tables of strength for steel columns or struts, on pages 218 to 221, using the

proper safety factor.

If the beam web is found insufficient as a column when calculated in this manner,
a beam with a web of greater thickness should be tried until one is found that will

meet this requirement and the conditions for bending ; or it might be more economi-

cal, in some cases, to use the beam with the thinner web and provide it with suffi-

cient separators, fitting between the beam flanges, or stiffeners secured to the web to

assist it in resisting as a column.
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EXTRACTS FROM THE BUILDING LAWS OF
VARIOUS CITIES.

ALLOWABLE UNIT STRESSES FOR STEEL AND IRON.

(Revised to 1917.) Pounds per Square Inch.
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EXTRACTS FROM THE BUILDING LAWS OF VARIOUS CITIES.
Allowable Unit Stresses for Masonry, Etc.

(Revised to 1917.) Pounds per Square Inch.

Extreme Fibre Stress (Bending).
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EXPLANATION OF TABLES OF RIVETS AND PINS.

RIVETS.

In the design of riveted joints the total stress transmitted is

assumed to be taken up by the rivets, no allowance being made
for the friction between the plates riveted together, and the

manner of failure of the joint will be by shearing of the rivet or

crushing of the plate. This assumes that the rules given on

page 358 are followed and failure by tearing off the plate caused

by the rivets being too near the edge is thus prevented.

In the table of "Shearing Value of Rivets and Bearing Value

of Riveted Plates," pages 352 and 353, these values are given
for all customary sizes and thicknesses corresponding to various

usual allowable unit stresses.

For any given size of rivet or thickness of plate to be used, an

inspection of the table will show at once if the bearing value of

the plate or the shearing value of the rivet is to govern the design

and the amount of stress that can be transmitted by each rivet.

PINS.

In designing pin-connected joints the points which govern the

design are the bending moments produced in the pin by the bars

or plates connected, and the bearing value of the plates them-

selves. The bearing value in the case of eye-bars of proper

proportions is sufficiently ample and need not be computed.
Shear in pins need not ordinarily be considered, as the bending
and bearing stresses usually determine the size.

In the table of "Maximum Bending Moments on Pins," pages

360 and 361, is given the allowable bending moments on pins of

various diameters for the usual allowable fibre stresses.

In the table of "Bearing Values of Pin Plates for One-Inch

Thickness of Plate," on page 359, is given the allowable bearing

values of plates against pins of various usual diameters, cor-

responding to the customary unit stresses of this character.

If the bearing value exceeds the allowable limit in any given

case pin-plates must be added, thus increasing the bearing value

until it is reduced to a safe limit as shown by the tables.
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CONVENTIONAL SIGNS FOR RIVETING.

SHOP FIELD

/
Two Full Heads.

Countersunk Inside (Farside) and Chipped.

Countersunk Outside (Nearside) and Chipped.

Countersunk both Sides and Chipped.

Ittsnm OUTSIDE. <,

(FARSIDE) (NEARSIDE^
bOTH

0QQFlattened to H" nigh or Coun-
tersunk and not Chipped.

Flattened to K" nigh.

Flattened to K" high.

This system, designed by F. C. Osborn, C. E., has for foundation the diagonal

cross to represent a countersink, the blackened circle for a field rivet and the

diagonal stroke to indicate a flattened head. The position of the cross, with

respect to the circle (inside, outside or both sides), indicates the location of the

countersink and, similarly, the number and position of the diagonal strokes

indicate the height and position of the flattened heads.

Any combination of field, countersunk and flattened head rivets liable to

occur may be readily indicated by the proper combination of above signs.
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LENGTH OP RIVETS REQUIRED FOR VARIOUS
GRIPS INCLUDING AMOUNT NECESSARY

TO TORM ONE HEAD.

Grip of

Rivet

in Inches.

Diameter of Rivet in Inches.

\" It"

Amount in Inches to be subtracted from above lengths for
Countersunk Heads.
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GENERAL RULES FOR RIVET SPACING FOR
BRIDGE AND STRUCTURAL WORK.

The pitch or distance from center to center of rivets should not

be less than 3 diameters of the rivet, preferably not less than 3

inches for Jsi inch rivets, 2X inches for ^ inch rivets, 2 inches

for }i inch rivets and 1^ inches for X inch rivets.

At the ends of compression members the pitch should not

exceed 4 diameters of the rivet for a length equal to \% times

the maximum width of the member.

Where two or more plates are in contact, rivets spaced not

more than 12 inches in either direction shall be used to hold them

together.

For members composed of plates and shapes the pitch in the

direction of the line of stress should not exceed 6 inches for "J/i and

y inch rivets, 4^ inches for ^i inch rivets and 4 inches for ]/2 inch

rivets. For angles with two gauge lines in built-up members,

rivets staggered, the maximum pitch in each line may be twice

these distances.

The distance between the sheared edge of any piece and the

center of the rivet hole should not be less than \]/2 inches for

^ inch rivets, 1^ inches for ^ inch rivets, lyi inches for ^ inch

rivets and 1 inch for y inch rivets; for a rolled edge, these

distances may be 1>^, l^i, 1 and ^ inches, respectively; when

practicable it should, for all sizes, be at least 2 diameters of the

rivet and should not exceed 8 times the thickness of the plate.

Minimum spacing is generally used in pin plates, at ends of

columns, girders, etc., etc.

.
In figuring clearance of rivets for special cases, allow $4 inch

in addition to diameter of head.
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RULES FOR PROPORTIONS OF BOLTS AND
NUTS.

Franklin Institute Standard.

The dimensions of nuts and bolts are determined by the

following rules, which apply to both square and hexagon.

Short diameter of rough nut = 1 X diameter of bolt + f in.

Short diameter of finished nut = 1 X diameter of bolt +
&in.

Thickness of rough nut = diameter of bolt.

Thickness of finished nut = diameter of bolt ^ in.

Short diameter of rough head = 1| X diameter of bolt + | in.

Short diameter of finished head = 1 X diameter of bolt -f-

A in.

Thickness of rough head = \ of short diameter of head.

Thickness of finished kead = diameter of bolt ^ in.

In 1864, a committee of the Franklin Institute recommended

the above system of screw threads and bolts which was devised

by Mr. William Sellers, of Philadelphia. This system as far

as it relates to screw threads is generally used in the United

States, but the proportions of bolt heads and nuts are not

adhered to because the sizes of bar required to make the nuts

are special and extra work is necessary to make the bolt heads.

Sizes of nuts and bolt heads in accordance with the Manufacturers'

Standard are given on pages 369, 370 and 371.
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UPSET SCREW ENDS FOR ROUND BARS.

A )_ Jililllllllttttl
^

Diameter

of

Bar.
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TURNBUCKLES.
PRESSED WROUGHT IRON.

The Cleveland City Forge and Iron Co.

Dimensions of Bar.

Diameter

of Screw.

B
Diameter

of Bar.

Side of

Square Bar.

Inches. Inches. Inches. Inches. Inches. Inches. Inches, Inches. Inches.

land

1H

Standard Lengths, 6, 9, 12, 15, 18. 24, 36, 48 and 72 inches between heads (A)
for all sizes.

Lengths of Upset Ends .shown on pages 372 to 375 inclusive are those best

adapted for use with Turnbuckles of Standard Lengths, as above.
Dimensions E, F, G and H depend upon the specifications of the Bars with

which the Turnbuckles are to be used.
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RIGHT AND LEFT NUTS.

For Details of Upset Ends, see pages 372 to 375 inclusive.

Length of Upset Ends for use with Right and Left Nuts may be made one
inch shorter than the dimensions given in column "G" above.
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CLEVISES.

^ )

The Cleveland City Forge and Iron Co.

WIST

Diameter of Pin in Inches.

|3M|3H|3^| 4

Diameter I in Inches.

Dimensions to be

nsed with Specified

Diameters I.

TET

tt

H

Dimension " H" is usually A-" larger than diameter of pin and
"
J
"

is made to suit

the thickness of the pin plate. The above Clevises are designed for use with medium
steel rods of 60000 to 68000 pounds tensile strength per square inch. All clevis nuts
with diameter " I

"
8 inches or larger dimension

" A " will be 12 inches.

DIMENSIONS OF RIVET HEADS AFTER DRIVING.

$ &&$&' 3gap /^yfr
fF**

ZJS
Diameter

BUTTON HEADS.
Height of Head - & X Diameter of Rivet. Radius of Head =

of Rivet + A".
COUNTERSUNK HEADS.

, Diameter of Countersunk Head same as Button Head. Angle of Countersink
- 30. In figuring Clearances for Rivet Heads allow for Heights aa follows:

5i* for 5^" rivets, %* for Y^ rivets. All dimensions in inches.
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BRIDGE PINS, NUTS AND PILOT NUTS.

B------
All Threads 8 per inch.

Nominal
Diameter

of Pin.

Turned
Diameter

of Pin.

Inches.

Diameter

of

Thread.

Inches.

Short

Diameter

of Nut.

Inches.

Diamefer

of Nut

Inches.

in Bje Bars.

IK
2

2K
2^j
2K
3

3K 2K

J
" +T8u

Allow tV excess for each eye bar packed on the pin.

COLD ROLLED STEEL COTTEE PINS.

Dimensions of Pin in Inches.

Diameter of

Pin.
2 2^ 2K 2% 3 8X IH

Diameter of _
Reduced Point. H IK IK IK 2K 2K \VA 3 3^ 3H

K K K K K K K K
Diameter of

Cotter. A A A K H| K| K| K| K| K
Diameter of

Pin Hole. 1A ift 1H 2A 2& 2A 2H 3A 3A
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LATERAL PINS

Rough
Diameter

of Pin.

Nominal
Diameter

of Pin.

Finished

Diameter

of Pin.

Reduced

Point.

Short

Diameter

of Nut.

Diametor

of Nut.

Diameter

of

Thread.

Diameter

of

Cotter Pin.

Q
Inches. Inches. Inches. Inches. Inches. Inches. Inches.

COUNTER AND LATERAL RODS.
SOLID OR UPSET EYES.

BOUND BAES.

Diameter

of

Bar.

Diameter

of Largest

Diameter

of Largest
Pin

6
Add

for One
Head.

Side of

Square
Bar.

Diameter

of Largest

Diameter

of Largest
Pin.

Add
for One

Head.

Inches. Inches. Inches. Inches. Inches. Inches.

20

2

2H

18

16H
18

For details of upset screw ends for round and square bars see pages 372 to 375.
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MANUFACTURERS' STANDARD SPECIFICATIONS.

REVISED APRIL 22, 1919

STRUCTURAL STEEL.
Orades.

1. These specifications cover three classes of structural steel, namely:

Class A steel, to be used for railway bridges and ships.

Class B steel, to be used for buildings, highway bridges, train sheds and

similar structures.

Class C steel, to be used for structural rivets.

I. MANUFACTURE.
Process.

2. Steel for Classes A and C shall be made by the open-hearth process.

Steel for Class B may be made either by the open-hearth or by the Bessemer

process.

II. CHEMICAL PROPERTIES AND TESTS.

Chemical Composition.

3. The steel shall conform to the following requirements as to chemical

composition:

Elements Considered.
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III. PHYSICAL PROPEETIES AND TESTS.

Tension Tests.

6. The steel shall conform to the following requirements as to tensile

properties:

Properties Considered.
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(b) The test specimen for pins and rollers shall bend cold through
180 deg. around a 1-in. pin without fracture on the outside of the bent portion.

(c) A rivet rod shall bend cold through 180 deg. flat on itself without

fracture on the outside of the bent portion.

(d) Bend tests may be made by pressure or by blows.

Test Specimens.

12. (a) Tension and bend test specimens shall be taken from the finished

rolled or forged product, and shall not be annealed or otherwise treated, except
as specified in section 13.

(b) Tension and bend test specimens for plates, shapes and bars,

except as specified in paragraph (c), shall be of the full thickness of material

as rolled, and with both edges milled to the form and dimensions shown in

Fig. 1, or may have both edges parallel.

< ABOUT 3 -'- - -* .
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Annealed Specimens.

13. Test specimens for material which is to be annealed or otherwise treated

before use shall be cut from properly annealed or similarly treated short lengths
of the full section of the piece.

Number of Tests.

14. (a) At least one tension test and one bend test shall be made from each

melt. If material from one melt differs 3/i in. or more in thickness, tests shall

be made from both the thickest and the thinnest material rolled.

(b) If any test specimen develops flaws, or if an 8-in. tension test

specimen breaks outside the middle third of the gage length, or if a 2-in. ten-

sion test specimen breaks outside the gage length, it may be discarded and
another specimen substituted therefor.

(c) Material intended for fillers or ornamental purposes will not be

subject to test.

IV. PERMISSIBLE VARIATIONS IN WEIGHT AND GAGE.
Permissible Variations.

15. (a) The sectional area or weight of each structural shape and of each

rolled-edge plate up to and including 36 inches in width shall not vary more
than 2.5 per cent, from theoretical or specified amounts.

(b) The thickness cr weight of each universal plate over 36 in. in

width, and of each sheared plate, shall conform to the schedules of permissible

variations for sheared plates, Manufacturers' Standard Practice, appended to

these specifications.

(c) The weights of angles, tees, zees and channels of bar sizes, and the

dimensions of rounds, squares, hexagons and flats, shall conform to the Manu-
facturers' Standard Practice governing the allowable variations in size and

weight of hot-rolled bars.

V. FINISH.
Finish.

16. The finished material shall be free from injurious defects and shall

have a workmanlike finish.

VI. MARKING.
Marking

17. The name of the manufacturer and the melt number shall be legibly

marked, stamped or rolled upon all finished material, except that each pin

and roller shall be stamped on the end. Rivet and lattice steel and other

small pieces may be shipped in securely fastened bundles, with the above

marks legibly stamped on attached metal tags. Test specimens shall have

their melt numbers plainly marked or stamped.

VII. INSPECTION AND REJECTION.
Inspection.

18. The inspector representing the purchaser shall have free entry, at all

times while work on the contract of the purchaser is being performed, to all

parts of the manufacturer's works which concern the manufacture of the
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material ordered. The manufacturer shall afford the inspector, free of cost,

all reasonable facilities to satisfy him that the material is being furnished in

accordance with these specifications. All tests and inspection shall be made

at the place of manufacture prior to shipment, and shall be so conducted as

not to interfere unnecessarily with the operation of the works.

Rejection.

19. Material which, subsequent to the above tests at the mills and its

acceptance there, develops weak spots, brittleness, cracks or other imperfec-

tions, or is found to have injurious defects, may be rejected at the shop, and

shall then be replaced by the manufacturer at his own cost.

BOILER STEEL.

Grades.

1. There shall be three grades of steel for boilers, namely: flange, firebox,

and boiler rivet.

I. MANUFACTURE.
Process.

2. The steel shall be made by the open-hearth process.

II. CHEMICAL PROPERTIES AND TESTS.

Chemical Composition.

3. The steel shall conform to the following requirements as to chemical

composition:

Elements Considered.
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III. PHYSICAL PROPERTIES AND TESTS.

Tension Tests.

G. The steel shall conform to the following requirements as to tensile

properties:

Properties Considered.
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Test Specimens.
10. (a) Tension and bend test specimens for plates shall be taken from the

finished product, and shall be of 1 he full thickness of material as rolled. Ten-

sion test specimens shall be of the form and dimensions shown in Fig. 1. Bend
test specimens shall be IK in. to 2K in. wide, and shall have the sheared

edges milled or planed.

(b) The tension and bend test specimens for rivet bars shall be of the

full-size section of material as rolled.

Number of Tests.

11. (a) One tension, one cold-bend, and one quench-bend test shall be

made from each plate as rolled.

(b) Two tension, two cold-bend, and two quench-bend tests shall be

made for each melt of rivet steel.

(c) If any test specimen develops flaws, or if a tension test specimen

breaks outside the middle third of the gage length, it may be discarded and

another specimen substituted therefor.

IV. PERMISSIBLE VARIATIONS IN WEIGHT AND QAQE.
Permissible Variations.

12. (a) The. thickness or weight of each sheared plate shall conform to the

schedule of permissible variations, Manufacturers' Standard Practice, appended
to these specifications.

(b) The dimensions of rivet bars shall conform to the Manufacturers'

Standard Practice governing allowable variations in the size of hot-rolled bars.

V. FINISH.
Finish.

13. The finished material shall be free from injurious defects and shall

have a workmanlike finish.

VI. MARKING.
Marking.

14. The melt or slab number, name of the manufacturer, grade, and the

minimum tensile strength for its grade as specified in section 6 shall be legibly

stamped on each plate. The melt or slab number shall be legibly stamped
on each test specimen representing that melt or slab.

VII. INSPECTION AND REJECTION.
Inspection.

15. The inspector representing the purchaser shall have free entry, at all

times while work on the contract of the purchaser is being performed, to all

parts of the manufacturer's works which concern the manufacture of the

material ordered. The manufacturer shall afford the inspector, free of cost,

all reasonable facilities to satisfy him that the material is being furnished in

accordance with these specifications. All tests and inspection shall be made
at the place of manufacture prior to shipment, and shall be so conducted as

not to interfere unnecessarily with the operation of the works.

Rejection.
16. Material which, subsequent to the above tests at the mills and its

acceptance there, develops weak spots, brittleness, cracks or other imperfec-

tions, or is found to have injurious defects, may be rejected at the shop, and
shall then be replaced by the manufacturer at his own cost.
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WOODEN BEAMS AND COLUMNS.

The results of a series of studies of wooden beams and columns

of various kinds of American timber are contained in the Pro-

ceedings of the Fifth Annual Convention of the Association of

Railway Superintendents of Bridges and Buildings, October, 1895,

at which the Committee on Strength of Bridge and Trestle

Timbers presented a report, portions of which have been used in

preparing certain of the tables on the following pages, but as

noted thereon the arrangement and values in many cases have

been modified by later information from various sources.

The publications of the Forestry Division of the United States

Department of Agriculture, Bulletins Nos. 8 and 12, and Circular

No. 15, contain reports of tests of American woods, and deduc-

tions drawn therefrom. Extracts and tables from these reports

are given on the following pages.

The tables of safe loads for wooden beams and tables of

strength of wooden columns given on the following pages have

been specially calculated for this book, Using the information

regarding the properties of the various species contained in the

reports above referred to, as modified in some cases by later data.

In order that information on this subject will be more complete,

tables are given herein showing structural timber stress values, as

published in the United States Forestry Service Bulletin, No. 108,

and also those recommended by the American Railway Engineer-

ing and Maintenance of Way Association, Bulletin No. 107.

Explanation of the Tables of Safe Loads in Pounds, Uni-
formly Distributed, for Rectangular Wooden Beams

One Inch Thick, Pages 416 to 421 Inclusive.

General.

For convenience in use, three of these tables have been prepared
from which the safe loads of the various species can be obtained,

either directly or by proportion as stated in the footnotes.

The values given in the tables are the safe loads in pounds uni-

formly distributed, including the weight of the beam itself, for

rectangular beams one inch thick for spans from four to forty feet

and for depths from four to twenty-four inches. The safe load

for a beam of any thickness may be found by multiplying the

values given in the tables by the thickness of the beam in inches.

The last column of each of the three Tables of Safe Loads for
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Rectangular Wooden Beams gives a coefficient of deflection, by
means of which the deflection for any beam may be obtained,

corresponding to the given span and safe load, by dividing the

coefficient by the depth of the beam in inches, which will give

approximately the deflection in inches under the given conditions.

In each table the deflection coefficient is given for only one

species of wood, as shown, but the deflections for other species

may be obtained from these by proportion as explained hereafter.

For the reason that wood has no well-defined limit or modulus
of elasticity the deflections obtained by the use of the coefficients

are only approximate and will vary, according to the moisture

content of the wood and the character of the loading. The
deflections thus obtained are, therefore, useful only as a general
indication of the amount of bending to be expected under the

given conditions and are not exact as in the case of materials like

steel, which has a well-defined limit and modulus of elasticity.*

The safe loads for other species of woods than those stated in

the headings of the tables may be obtained from those given, by
direct proportion, dependent upon the ratio of their allowable

unit stress as compared with that for which the table is figured,

as stated in the foot-notes at the bottom of the tables.

* NOTE. "A series of tests, undertaken at the College of Forestry at Cornell
University, seems to demonstrate that, at least in coniferous wood, a definite
elastic limit for any particular piece can be easily shown, and, that it coincides
with the theoretically calculated elastic limit upon the bases of compression
tests and their application, according to Neely's formula."

Explanation of the Table of Safe Loads for Rectangular
Beams of White Pine, Cedar, Spruce or

Eastern Fir.

The values for the various species of woods, which are included

in this table are calculated for an allowable fibre stress, for

flexure, of 700 pounds per square inch.

The deflection coefficients are given for white pine and are based

upon a modulus of elasticity of 1 000 000 pounds per square inch.

The lower dotted line crossing the table indicates the limits of

spans for which the deflection will exceed ^^ of the span for the

kind of wood for which the deflection coefficient is given. For

spans below the line the safe loads given in the tables will produce
a deflection greater than ^^ of the span, while those above the

line will produce less than this, which is the usual limit of deflec-

tion in order to prevent cracking of plastered ceilings. Similarly,
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the upper dotted line indicates the limit of deflection for the kind

of wood for which the deflection coefficient is given, corresponding

to a modulus of elasticity of 500000 pounds per square inch,

which should be considered in cases where the deflection should

be more closely limited.

The coefficients of deflection for Cedar corresponding to moduli

of 700 000 and 350 000 may be obtained by multiplying those

of the table by ty and ty respectively, and for Spruce and

Eastern Fir corresponding to moduli of 1 200 000 and 600 000 by

multiplying those of the table by and f respectively.

The full zig-zag line in the table gives the limits of the safe loads

corresponding to the allowable shearing stress along the neutral

axis of the beam, The safe loads above the line, which are based

upon the extreme fibre strains, will produce shearing stresses

along the axis or with the grain in excess of that allowable, which,

in the case of White Pine and the other woods of this table, is

100 pounds per square inch.

The position of this line, which indicates the limit of safe loads

for shearing along the neutral axis, was determined by the aid

of the following formula:

in which

W = safe load in pounds uniformly distributed.

d = depth of beam in inches.

b = breadth of beam in inches.

s = allowable shear in the direction of the grain in pounds per

square inch.

Explanation of the Table of Safe Loads for Rectangular
Beams of Short-leal Yellow Pine.

The table is calculated for an allowable fibre stress, for flexure,

of 1 000 pounds per square inch.

The deflection coefficients are figured for a modulus of elasticity

of 1 200 000 pounds per square inch, but may be used for other

moduli, after obtaining the corresponding coefficients by pro-

portion as heretofore explained.
The lower dotted line across the table indicates the limits of

spans for which the safe load will produce deflections greater than
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sfa of the length of the beam. Values above the line will give
less deflection than this, and those below will give greater, based
on a modulus of 1 200 000 pounds per square inch. Similarly,
the upper dotted line indicates the limit of deflection correspond-

ing to a modulus of elasticity of 600 000 pounds per square inch.

The full zig-zag line across the table indicates the limiting spans
and loads based on the allowable intensity of shearing stress along
the neutra) axis of the beam. The values above the full zig-zag
line correspond to shearing stresses greater than the allowable

stress in the direction of the grain for Short-leaf Yellow Pine,
while those below the line correspond to shearing stresses less

than that allowable, which, in this case, is assumed to be 100

pounds per square inch.

Explanation of Tables of Safe Loads for Rectangular
Beams of White Oak and Long-leaf Yellow Pine.

This table is computed for an allowable fibre stress of 1 200

pounds per square inch, for flexure, and the deflection coefficients

are calculated for a modulus of elasticity of 1 500 000 pounds per

square inch.

The limit for a deflection of T 7 of the span is indicated by the

lower dotted zig-zag line on the tables, the values below which

correspond to deflections greater than, and those above to

deflections less than, the limiting deflections. The upper dotted

zig-zag line similarly indicates the limits of deflection for a
modulus of elasticity of 750 000 pounds per square inch.

The lower full zig-zag line indicates the limit of allowable

shearing stress along the axis corresponding to the allowable

intensity, for Yellow Pine, of 150 pounds per square inch.

Similarly, the upper full zig-zag line indicates the limits for

shearing along the axis for White Oak based on an allowable

intensity of 200 pounds per square inch.

BEARING AT POINTS OP SUPPORT.
Care should be taken in designing to provide sufficient bearing

at the points of support so that the allowable intensity of com-

pression across the grain, as given in the tables on pages 409 to

415, is not exceeded.

This may be obtained, where necessary, by the use of corbels

or bearing plates of harder wood arranged so as to give a large

bearing area against the softer beam.
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The following statements are made in Bulletin No. 12, U. S.

Department of Agriculture, Division of Forestry:

RECOMMENDED PRACTICE.

"Since the strength of timber varies very greatly with the

moisture contents (see Bulletin 8 of the Forestry Division), the

economical designing of such structures will necessitate their being

separated into groups according to the maximum moisture

contents in use.

MOISTURE CLASSIFICATION.

"Class A (moisture contents, 18 per cent.) Structures freely

exposed to the weather, such as railway trestles, uncovered

bridges, etc.

"Class B (moisture contents, 15 per cent.) Structures under
roof but without side shelter, freely exposed to outside air, but

protected from rain, such as roof trusses of open shops and sheds,

covered bridges over streams, etc.

"Class C (moisture contents, 12 per cent.) Structures in

buildings unheated, but more or less protected from outside air,

such as roof trusses of barns, enclosed shops and sheds, etc.

"Class D (moisture contents, 10 per cent.) Structures in

buildings at all times protected from the outside air, heated in the

winter, such as roof trusses in houses, halls, churches, etc.

"For long-leaf pine add to all the values given in the tables,

except those for moduli of elasticity, tension and shearing, for

Class B, 15 per cent. ; for Class C, 40 per cent. ; and for Class D,
55 per cent. For the other species add to these values, for Class

B, 8 per cent. ;
for Class C, 18 per cent., and for Class D, 25 per

cent."

Based upon the above classification of structures, the two

following tables have been figured to facilitate calculations of

allowable loads for wooden beams and columns.

Proportion of the Values given in the "Tables of Safe

Loads for Wooden Beams," Pages 416 to 421 inclusive,

to be used in order to obtain the Safe Loads for the

various classes of structures referred to above.

Glasses.
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UNIT STRESSES FOR STRUCTURAL TIMBER.
(Expressed in Pounds per Square Inch.)

Kind
of

Timber.
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UNIT STRESSES FOR STRUCTURAL TIMBER.

(Expressed in Pounds per Square Inch.)

Compression.
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SAFE LOADS IN POUNDS
FOR RECTANGULAR

OF WHITE OAK AND
Allowable fibre stress 1 200 pounds per square inch. Safety factor 6.
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STRENGTH OF SOLID WOODEN COLUMNS OF
DIFFERENT KINDS OF TIMBER.

For various values of -j-*a
1 = length of column in inches, d = least diameter in inches.

BASED ON THE FORMULA OF THE U. S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRI-
CULTURE, DIVISION OF FORESTRY.

P F 700 + 15c
A

700 + 15c + c2
'

P = ultimate strength in pounds per square inch.

F = ultimate crushing strength of timber. c = =-

Values of F are those given in table on pages 414 and 415 herein.
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STRENGTH OF SOLID WOODEN COLUMNS OF
DIFFERENT KINDS OF TIMBER.

For various values of -r-
d

1 = length of column in inches, d = least diameter in inches.

BASED ON THE FORMULA OF THE U. S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRI-

CULTURE, DIVISION OF FORESTRY.

p p y 7QQ + 15c
F X

700 + 15c + c*
^

ultimate strength in pounds per square inch.

F = ultimate crushing strength of timber. c =
g-
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DECIMAL EQUIVALENTS OF
NON-BINARY FRACTIONS

(Denominators 7 to 19.)

Nu-
mer-
ator

1

2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14

15
16
T7
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WEIGHTS OF CIRCULAR STEEL PLATES.
POUNDS.

Diameters 35 to 134 ins.; Thicknesses 15 to 1 inch.

Diameter in

Inches
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AREAS OF PLAT ROLLED STEEL BARS.

(CONTINUED.)

Thickness

in Inches.
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AREAS OF FLAT ROLLED STEEL BARS.

(CONTINUED.)

Thickness

in Indies.
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WEIGHTS OP FLAT ROLLED STEEL BARS.

Pounds per Lineal Foot.

(CONTINUED.)

Thickness

in Inches.
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WEIGHTS OF FLAT ROLLED STEEL BARS.

Pounds per Lineal Foot.

(CONTINUED.)

Thickness

in Inches.
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WEIGHTS OF FLAT ROLLED STEEL BARS.
Pounds per Lineal Foot.

(CONTINUED.)

Thickness

in Inches.
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AREAS AND CIRCUMFERENCES OF CIRCLES.
(CONCLUDED.)

Diameter.
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TRIGONOMETRIC FORMULAE.
TRIGONOMETRIC FUNCTIONS.

JH K Q Let A = angle BAG = arc BF.
Let radius AF =AB =AH = 1.

Then
sin A =BC versin A =CF =BE
cos A =AC covers A =BK =HL
tan A =DF exsec A =BD
cot A =HG coexsec A = BG
sec A =AD chord A =BF
cosec A =AG chord 2A = B I =2BC

RIGHT-ANGLED TRIANGLES.
In the right-angled triangle ABC,
Let side AB=c, side AC = b, and side

BC = a; let angle ABC = B.

a = c sin A = b tan A

b = c cos A = a cot A

a b

sin A cos A

a = c cos B = b cot B

b = c sin B=a tan B

a b
cosec A = -'- = sec

a

vers A = = covers B

cos B sin B

.

=V(c+b) (c-b)

c b
exsec A =

;
= coexsec B V(c-f-a) (c-a)

A c a . _
covers A = = versin B

A c a _
coexsec A = = exsec B

a

ab a
Area= = \ c2 -a 2 =

C = 90 =
.

a 2 cot A b 2 tan A c2 sin 2A
2
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TRIGONOMETRIC FORWUL& (Continued).
GENERAL.

sin A

cos A

tan A

cosecA

2 sin ^2 A cos ^ A = vers A cot y% A
V 1A vers 2 A (1 -cos 2 A)

=\/l sin2 A = cot A sin A

1 -vers A = 2 cos2 ^ A-l = l-2sin2

cos2 ^ A -sin2 2 A
1 _ sin A

cot A cos A =Vsec2 A-l

cot A

vers A

exsec A

sin MA

cos MA

tan HA

cot MA

vers M A

sin 2 A sin 2 A

1 cos A

sin 2 A
l+cos2A

= exsec A cot

tan A sin A

sin 2 A sin 2 A

\/cosec2 A-l

l+cos2A
sin 2 A

tan

1 cos 2 A vers 2 A sin 2 A exsec A
= 1 cos A = sin A tan M A = 2 sin2 M A
= exsec A cos A

versA
=sec A l=tan A tan

cos A

tan A
1+sec A

= cosecA cot A =
1 cosA
sin A

sin A
versA

1+cos A
sin A

vers A

cosec A cot A

1 cos A
1 +>/! -K vers A 2+\/2 (1 +cos A)
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MENSURATION.
LENGTH.

Circumference of circle = diameter X 3.1416.

Diameter of circle = circumference X 0.3183.

Side of square of equal periphery as circle = diameter X 0.7854.

Diameter of circle of equal periphery as square = side X 1.2732.

Side of an inscribed square = diameter of circle X 0.7071.

Diameter of circle circumscribed about square = side X 1.4142.

Circumference of circle whose diameter is 1 =
v = 3. 14159265

log. TT = 0.4971499

V7= 1.772454

= 0.318310

=0.101321

= 0.564190

=r-Vr2- \=^ tan--=2rsin 2 --=r+o-Vr 2 -:

Length of arc = = .01745*33 r A

Angle A = 180 Xarc^57.29578Xarc
TIT r

A c2 -4v2

cos =
2 c2+4v2

For division of circle into n parts, c = 2r sin
180 C
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MENSURATION (Continued) .

Triangle = base X half perpendicular height.

Parallelogram = base X perpendicular height.

Trapezoid = half the sum of the parallel sides X perpendicular
height.

Trapezium, found by dividing into two triangles.

Circle = diameter squared X 0.7854; or, = circumference squared
X 0.07958.

Sector of circle = length of arc X half radius.

Segment of circle = area of sector of equal radius triangle
when segment is less, and + triangle when segment is greater
than the semicircle; also for flat segments very nearly =

4v
-J

3- 0.388 v4~-

Side of square of equal area as circle = diameter X 0.8862; also,= circumference X 0.2821.

Diameter of circle of equal area as square = side X 1.1284.

Parabola = base X % height.

Ellipse = long diameter X short diameter X 0.7854.

Regular polygon = sum of sides X half perpendicular distance
from center to sides.

APPROXIMATE AREA OF IRREGULAR FIGURE.

Divide figure into n strips by equidistant parallel ordinates,
ho, hi, Ii2, etc.

Then by

Simpson's Rule, (n must be even)

Area=-[(h +h)+4(h 1+h 3+ . . .

Durand's Rule
Area = w[0.4 (h +h
Trapezoidal Rule
Area =w hoh

(h 2+h 4+ . . .
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SURFACES AND VOLUMES OF SOLIDS

!* D *! CIRCULAR RING (TORUS)
D & R=Mean Diameter and Mean Radius,

respectively, of Ring
d & r = Mean Diameter and Mean Radius,

respectively, of Section
Surface =7r 2Dd =47r2Rr

Volume
*

PRISMOID
End faces are in parallel planes.

Volume =-(A+A'+4M), where
6

1 = perpendicular distance between ends
A, A' =areas of ends
M =area of mid section, parallel to ends

UNQULAS FROM RIGHT CIRCULAR
CYLINDER

(As formed by cutting plane oblique to base)

I. Base, abc, less than semicircle;
Convex Surface

=h(2re - (d Xlength arc abc))^- (r -d)
Volume=h(^e-(dXareabaseabc))-+-(r-d)

II. Base, abc, = semicircle;
Convex Surface = 2rh Volume =%r2h

III. Base, abc, greater than semicircle (figure);
Convex Surface

= h(2re+ (d Xlength arc abc))-^-(r+d)
Volume =h(He3+ (d Xarea base abc))-r-(r+d)

IV. Base, abc, =circle, oblique plane touching
circumference.
Convex Surface = *rh Volume =H r2h

V. Base, abc,=circle, oblique plane entirely
above (figure).
Convex Surface = 2?rr

X>i(h, minimum-f H, maximum)
Volume = u-r2 XH (h, minimum
+H, maximum)

ANY SOLID OP REVOLUTION
Let abed represent the generating section about

axis A-A of solid abef .

Let g at distance h from A-A be the center of

gravity of abed.
Let a be the angular amount of generating

revolution.
Then

Total Surface of solid abef
= (27rha-7-360) X perimeter abed

Volume of solid abef=( 2irha -4-360) Xarea abed
For complete revolution(27rha-i-360) =2*rh
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WEIGHTS AND MEASURES.
AVOIRDUPOIS WEIGHT.

United States and British.

Grains.
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WEIGHTS AND MEASURES Continued.

CUBIC OB SOLID MEASURE.

United States and British.

1 cubic inch = .0005787 cubic foot = .000021433 cubic yard.

1 cubic foot = 1728 cubic inches = .03703704 cubic yard.

1 cubic yard = 27 cubic feet = 46656 cubic inches.

1 cord of wood = 128 cubic feet = 4 feet by 4 feet by 8 feet.

1 perch of masonry = 24.75 cubic feet = 16.5 feet by 1.5 feet by 1 foot. It

is usually taken as 25 cubic feet.

DRY MEASURE.

United States only.

Pints.
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WEIGHTS AND MEASURES Concluded.

METRIC SYSTEM.
Measures of Length, Capacity and Weight.

LENGTH.
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TABLES FOE CONVERTING UNITED STATES
WEIGHTS AND MEASURES.

CUSTOMARY TO METRIC.

Square Measure.
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TABLES FOR CONVEETING UNITED STATES
WEIGHTS AND MEASURES.

METRIC TO CUSTOMARY.

Square Measure.
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TABLES FOR CONVERTING UNITED STATES
WEIGHTS AND MEASURES.

CUSTOMARY TO METRIC.

Capacity Measures.
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INDEX.

PAGE
ANGLES, bulb, cuts of sections of 20-23

'

properties of 192-195
4

weights and dimensions of 45, 46
connection, for I-beams and channels, cuts of

"
notes on 52, 56
tables of 54-61

location of 54, 55
cuts of sections of special, equal and unequal legs

standard, equal legs
unequal legs 18

bulb and top guard angles 20, 23
explanation of tables of properties of

maximum sizes of rivets, and spacing of rivet and bolt holes in 62, 356
properties of special, equal legs 202, 203

unequal legs 208, 209
standard, equal legs 198-201

unequal legs 204-207
radii of gyration for two, back to back 215-217
tables of safe loads for, used as beams 138-159

notes on 95-103
weights and dimensions of special, equal legs 50

"
unequal legs 51

standard, equal legs 48
"

unequal legs 49, 50
APOTHECARIES' weight 558
ARCHES, notes and tables for spacing tie rods for tile 76, 77

"
of floor, end construction

*
of material for fireproof floor 68, 69

8 on thrust of 75, 78-81
" "

tie rods to withstand thrust of
terra-cotta floor, explanation of tables of

"
flat and segmental, tables of 71-73

tests and breaking loads for hollow tile floor 74
weights of hollow brick and tile floor 69

segmental floor 69
AREAS in mensuration 551

method of increasing sectional 26
of circles 487-509

"
for diameters greater than one hundred 499

flat rolled steel bars 468-473
hollow cast iron columns 302, 303
rivet holes, to be deducted to obtain net areas of plates . . . 356, 357
square and round bars 451, 457
various sections, formulae for 168-175

for standard sections 166, 167
ATLANTA, extracts from building laws of 328-349
AVOIRDUPOIS pounds equivalents in kilograms 582

weight 558
BALTIMORE, extracts from building laws of 328-349
BAND or hoop steel, table of weights of 474
BANDS, light, dimensions of 33

BARS, eye .

*
flat, dimensions of upset screw ends for 376

rolled steel.areasof 468-473
" notes on areas of 473

" "
weights of 486

*
weights of 475-486

lattice, sizes of and rivet spacing in, for latticed channel columns 272, 273
round and square, dimensions of upset screw ends for 372-375

"
weights, areas and circumferences of 451-457

sheet and tin 36
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PAGE
BASES, typical details of column 243
BEAM box girders, explanations of tables of safe loads for 305

tables of safe loads for 306-316
BEAMS, notes on bearing plates for shapes used as 63

coefficients for deflection of 98, 99
general formulae for flexure of 160,161
girders, notes on f>2

grillage, notes on, for foundations 327
I section, cast iron separators for 66, 67

cuts of sections of special 4, 5, 7, 9
standard 2-4, 6-8

standard connection angles for

explanation of tables of properties of 176, 177
diagram of sections of minimum standard 28
location of connection angles for. 54, 55
maximum bending moments in foot pounds for. ... 136

size of rivets in 54, 356
minimum spans for, with standard connection angles
notes on lateral strength of 78-83

without lateral support 82
"

safe loads for '.' 100-105
spacing for 102-105

proportions of sections of standard
spacing of rivet and bolt holes in flanges and con-

nection angles of 60
spans limiting and maximum safe loads due to crip-

pling of web : . . . . 96
tables of bearing plates for 66

properties of special : 184, 185
standard 182-185

safe loads for 106-117
used as columns ; . . . 244-247

spacing for 124-135
tangent distances between fillets 60
weights and dimensions of special 41

standard 40, 41
reduction in safe loads and fibre stress, due to lateral flexure of.

of uniform section, bending moments and deflections for. ... 162-165
safe superimposed loads and shears for. . . . 162-165

wooden, notes on bearing at points of support . 406
" notes on safe loads for 403-406
" tables of safe loads for 416^21

REARING plates for I-beams and channels, tables of sizes of 64, 65
" for shapes used as beams, notes on 63

values of pin plates, tables of 359
" wall plates, safe unit 64
" rivets and plates 352, 353

of wooden beams at points of support, notes on 406
BEARINGS and bearing plates, standard, tables of sizes of

BENDING moments for beams of uniform section 162165
"

for I-beams and channels, tables of maximum. ... 136, 137
"

for pins, tables of maximum SCO, 361
BILLETS, dimensions of square and round cornered steel. 34-36
BIRMINGHAM wire gauge (B. W. G . ) 435

new standard sheet and hoop gauge (B. G) 435
BLOOMS, dimensions of steel , . 34, 35
BOLSTERS for column bases, typical details of 243
BOLT and rivet holes, spacing of, through connection angles 60, 61

"
heads, weights and dimensions of, Manufacturers' standard ....

BOLTS and nuts. Franklin Institute standard 362-365
for standard and special cast iron beam separators 66, 67

weights of round headed, without nuts 368
" with square heads and nuts, Manufacturers' standard 366, 367

BOSTON, extracts from building laws of 328-349
Box girders, beam, tables of safe loads of 306-316
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PAGE
Box girders, beam, tables of safe loads of, explanation of
BRACKETS for riveted columns, typical details of

BRASS, weights of sheets and plates of 436, 437
BREAKING unit stresses, tables of, for timber 410-415
BRICK, hollow, for partitions and arches, weights of

BRIDGE pins and nuts, dimensions of 382
BUCKLE plates, dimensions of 90
BUFFALO, extracts from building laws of 328-349
BUILDING laws of various cities, extracts fron: 328-349
BULB angles, cuts of sections of 20-23

properties of . . 192-195
"

weights and dimensions cf 45, 46
CABLE and rope measure -559

CAR forgings and pressed steel parts 30, 31

CAR side stakes, cut of section of

properties of . 194, 195
"

weights and dimer.fions of 46
CAST iron columns, tables of safe loads for hollow, round 302, 303

" "
strength of hollow, round and rectangular 304

bases for columns, typical details of 243

separators, standard and special, for I-beams 66, 67
CEILINGS, weights of porous terra-cotta for
CENTER of gravity, formulae for location of, in Cambria secticrs 166, 167

"
location of, in various sections 168-175
of solids

,
554-556

CHAINS, dimensions and weights of, safe loads for

CHANNEL and plate columns, tables of dimensions cf . . 232-235
safe loads for, series A 274-287

series B 288-301
columns, latticed, diameter of rivets for . . 273

spacing of rivets for lacing bars 272
" "

tables of dimensions of 230
safe loads for 268-271

CHANNELS, bearing plates for, tables of 65
"

(standard) for, tables of 64
cuts of sections of special 12-16

standard 10-12
" standard connection angles for

diagram of sections of minimum standard
explanation of properties of standard and special 177

limiting spans and maximum safe loads due to web crip-

pling 97
maximum bending moments in foot pounds for

"
size of rivets for 62, 356

minimum spans for, with standard connection angles ....

proportions of sections of standard 27
safe loads for, tables of 118-123

*
.

*
," notes on 1CO-1C5

spacing of rivet and bolt holes in flanges and connection
angles of

tables of properties of special 188-191
standard 186, 187

tangent distances between fillets 61

weights and dimensions of special 43-45
standard 42, 43

CHICAGO, extracts from building laws of 328-349
CINCINNATI, extracts from building laws of 328-349
CIRCLES, areas and circumferences of, for diameters greater than ICO. 499

tables of 487-509
CIRCULAR plates, limiting sizes of 38, 39

weights of 464-467
segments, relations in 552, 553

CIRCUMFERENCES of circles 487-509
"

for diameters greater than 100 499
" round bars. . , . . 451-457
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PAGE
CITIES, extracts from building laws of various 328-349
CLEVELAND, extracts from building laws of 328-349
CLEVISES, dimensions of

'

380
COEFFICIENTS of deflection for beams, explanation of tables of 177

"
shapes used as beams 98

"
strength, explanation of tables of, for I-beams 176

COLUMNS, bases for, typical details of 243
cast iron, hollow, round and rectangular, strength of 304

"
tables of safe loads for 302, 303

I-beams used as, tables of safe loads for 244, 247
latticed channel, diameter of rivets for 255

lattice bars and stay plates for 272, 273
tables of dimensions of 230

"
tables of safe loads for 268

pla e and channel, tables of dimensions of 232-235
" " a u gafe ioa(js for> series A 274-287

" " " B. 288-301
ste 1, examples of the use of the tables of strength of 222

explanation of tables of dimensions and safe loads for . 222, 223
medium, tables of strength of 220, 221
soft 218, 219

wooden, notes on 403
"

tables of strength of 422, 423
COMPOUND shapes, properties of, notes on 181
CONCRETE, reinforced, for floor slabs, notes on 91

" "
formulae for and tables of 92, 93

CONNECTION angles for I-beams and channels, cuts of
notes on 52, 56

"
spacing of rivet and

bolt holes in 60,61
"

beams, location of 54, 55
" " notes on 52

CONVERSION tables, U. S. weights and measures to metric and vice versa 5G2-590
COPPER, weights of sheets and plates of 436, 437
COUNTER rods, loop-welded eyes, dimensions of. 384, 385

" with solid or upset eyes, dimensions of 383
CRANE rail, cut of section of 26

"
weight, dimensions and properties of 214

CRIPPLING of webs of I-beams and channels, notes and taoles on .... 94-97
CUBE roots of fractions 444
CUBES and cube roots, tables of 523-539

of numbers and fractional intervals 515-547
CUBIC or solid measure 560
CUSTOMARY weights and dimensions converted to metric 562-590
CUT nails, tables of

- 388
CUTS of sections of angles, special, equal and unequal legs

standard, equal legs .,...,
unequal legs

bulb 20, 23

beams, special 1 4, 5, 7, 9
" standard 1 2-4, 6-8

channels, special and ship 12-16
a standard 10-12

connection angles, standard
crane rail 26

typical details for steel columns, column bases and plate
girders

DECIMAL gauge, standard, table of 434
parts of a foot for each A of an inch, tables of 446-449

" an inch 450
DECIMALS for non-binary fractions 444, 445

of a degree expressed as minutes and seconds 557

DEFLECTION, coefficient of, for beams, explanation of tables of 177
*

shapes used as beams, tables of 98,99
of beams, formulae for 160-165
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PAGE
DEGREE, decimals of, expressed as minutes and seconds 557
DENVER, extracts from building laws of 328-349
DESIGN of reinforced concrete floor slabs 91-93
DETAILS of plate girders and column bases, steel columns, splices and

brackets
~

243
DETROIT, extracts from building laws of 328-349
DIAGRAM for minimum standard beams 28

" " channels 29
DIMENSIONS and safe loads of steel columns, explanation of tables of 222, 223

of angles, special, equal legs 50
'

unequal legs 51
"

standard, equal legs 46
" * *

unequal legs 49, 50
"
bolt heads and nuts, Manufacturer's standard 369-371

" bolts and nuts, Franklin Institute standard 362
"
bridge pins, nuts and pilot nuts 382

" buckle plates 40
" bulb angles 45, 46
" cast iron separators, standard and special, and bolts

for beams 66, 67
"
chains, weights of, safe loads for 381

"
channels, special and ship 43-45

" " standard 42,43
"
clevises 380

"
columns, explanation of tables for 222, 223

" counter and lateral rods with loop welded eyes 384, 385
"
edged and sheared plates 37-39

"
eye bars 377

"
flats and thin flats or light bands 33

"
I-beams, special 41

" standard 40,41
"
lateral pins and rods

"
lattice bars to be used with latticed channel columns. 272

"
latticed channel columns, tables of 230

" minimum stay plates with latticed channel columns. . 273
"
plate and angle columns, tables of 224, 225

" channel columns, tables of, series A and B . 232-235
"
right and left nuts 379

"
rivet heads after driving 380

"
safety floor plate, rolled 90

" standard pipe 390-392
" "

T-rails and crane rail 214
"
steel billets.. 34-36

"
square cornered 34, 35

blooms and slabs 34, 35
guide and hand rounds 33
ingots 32
sheeting, flat and corrugated
squares 33

T-bars , 47
"
top guard angles 45

" turnbuckles 378
"
upset screw ends for flat bars '. 376

" round and square bars 372-375
DISTANCE from neutral axis to extreme fibre of standard sections 166, 167
DOOR spreader section, cut of 26

properties of 194, 195
DRY measure 560
EDGED plates, dimensions of 37
EXPLANATIONS of tables of properties of angles 178

channels 177
I-beams 176, 177

safe loads for beam box girders and plate
girders 305

"
terra-cotta floor arches 70

IT
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EYE bars, dimensions of 377
FACTORS of safety for various wooden structures . 408
FASTENINGS for steel sheeting 85
FEET equivalents in metres 574
FIBRE stress, allowable, for direct flexure, in extreme fibre 83
FIREPROOF floors and materials, notes and tables for 68-93
FLAT bars, upset screw ends for 376

rolled steel bars, areas of 468-473
"

tables of weights of 475-486
FLATS, regular and thin, dimensions of 33
FLEXURE, lateral, reduction of allowable stress in beams due to 83

"
strength of beams to resist thrust of arches 78-81

of beams, formula for 160-175
FLOOR arches, tables on end construction of 69

terra-cotta, flat and segmental 70-73
tests and breaking loads for hollow tile 74

plates, rolled safety 90
slabs, reinforced concrete, notes on, design of 91-93

FLOORS, notes and tables for fireproof, and material for 68-93
usual live loads for 52, 328

FOOT, decimals of, fractions of an inch, tables of 446-449
FORCINGS, car 31
FORMULAE for bending moments, shears, safe loads and deflections. . . 162-175

" moments of inertia for Cambria sections 166, 167
"

the properties of various sections 168-175
general, for flexure of beams 160, 161

FOUNDATIONS, notes on grillage beams for 327
FRACTIONS of an inch in decimals of a foot 446-449

" an inch 450
non-binary, values of - 444, 445
square and cube roots of 444

FRANKLIN INSTITUTE STANDARD for bolts and nuts. 362-365

FUNCTIONS, natural trigonometrical 516-522
FURRING, weights of porous terra-cotta for 69
GAS, steam and water pipe, sizes of wrought iron welded 390-392
GAUGE, table of American or Brown & Sharpe wire 435

" Screw Co. screw wire 435
Birmingham or Stubs iron wire (B. W. G.) 435
new Birmingham sheet and hoop (B. G.) 435
British Imperial standard wire 435
standard decimal 435
Trenton Iron Co. wire. 435
U. S. standard for iron and steel sheets and plates. . 435
Washburn & Moen Co. and Roebling's Sons Co. wire . 435

GAUGES, wire, combined table of 438-443
GIRDERS, beam box and plate, explanations of tables of safe loads for. . 305

tables of safe loads for 306-316
notes on beams used as

plate, stiffener angles and rivet spacing for, notes on 305
"

tables of safe loads for 317-326
GRAVITY, specific, for various kinds of timber 408

of various substances, tables of 424-433
GRILLAGE beams for foundations, notes on 327
GRIP of rivets and bolts through flanges of beams and channels 60, 61

lengths required for 354
GUIDE rounds, dimensions of

GUNTER'S chain measure 559
GYRATION, radii of, see Radii of gyration.
HAND rounds, dimensions of 33
HARTFORD, extracts from building laws of 328-349
HATCH section, Z-Bar, cut of 23

"
properties of 190, 191
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HEADS, bolt, weights and dimensions of, Manufacturers' standard . . . 369

or circular plates, limiting sizes of 38, 39
rivet, dimensions of, after driving
square and hexagon, weights of, Franklin Institute standard . . 364, 365

HOLLOW brick, weights of, for arches and partitions
round and rectangular cast iron columns, strength of 304

HOOP or band steel, tables of weights of 474
INCH, decimals of, for each ^j, tables of 450

a foot for fractions of an 446-449
INCH, equivalents in millimetres 56S
INERTIA, moments of, explanations of tables of, for rectangles

formulae for various sections 169175
" for standard sections 166, 167

tables of, for rectangles 210-213
INGOTS, grades, sizes and weights of steel

JERSEY CITY, extracts from building laws of 328-349
KILOGRAM equivalents in avoirdupois pounds 586
LAND or square measure 559
LATERAL flexure, reduction of allowable fibre stress due to

pins and rods, dimensions of

rods, loop welded eyes, dimensions of 384, 385
strength of I-beams 78-83

without lateral support, notes on
LATTICE bars to be used with latticed channel columns, rivet spacing for 272

" " '
weights and di-

mensions of.

LATTICED channel columns, spacing of rivets for lacing bars
" rivets for, diameter of 273
"

tables of dimensions of 230
" " moments of inertia and section

moduli of 231
" - "

safe loads for 268-271
LAWS, building, of various cities, extracts from 328-349
LINEAR measure 559
LIQUID

" 560
LIVE loads for floors 52, 328
LOADS and unit stresses, allowable, from buildine laws of various cities 328-349

safe (see Safe Loads).
LOGARITHMS of numbers 510, 511
LOOP welded eyes for counter and lateral rods, dimensions of 384, 385
Los ANGELES, extracts from building laws of 328-349
LOUISVILLE, extracts from building laws of 328-349
MACHINE bolts. Franklin Institute standard 364, 365

" Manufacturers' standard 366, 367
MANUFACTURERS' standard chains 381

machine bolts and bolt heads 366-369
square and hexagon nuts 370, 371
specifications 393-402

"
structural and boiler steel 393-402

MASONRY, allowable pressure on 65
MAXIMUM loads for I-beams and channels due to web crippling. . . . 94-97

shear at pointsof support for beams of uniform section. . . 162-165
MEASURES, Metric System, lengfh, capacity and weight 561

square or surface and cubic 561
U. S. and British, linear, rope, chain, nautical and land . . 559

" cubic or solid, dry and liquid 500
MEASURES and weights .- . . 558-561

U. S., tables for converting 562-590
MENSURATION tables 550-556
METRE equivalents in feet . 578
METRIC System, measures of length, capacity, weight, area and volume 561

weights and measures converted to U. S 502590
MILLIMETRE equivalents in inches 570
MILWAUKEE, extracts from building laws of . . 328-349
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MINIMUM spans for beams and channels due to web crippling 94-97

with standard angle connections 58, 59
channels with standard angle connections 56, 57

MINNEAPOLIS, extracts from building laws of 328-349
MINUTES and seconds expressed as decimals of a degree 557
MODULI, Section, for beams, explanation of 176

"
latticed channel columns 231

"
plate and angle columns 226-228

" channel columns 236-242
" various sections, formulae for 169175

MOISTURE classification of wooden structures 407, 408
MOMENTS, bending, for beams of uniform section 162-165

of inertia, formula for standard sections 166, 167
" " various sections 169-175

of latticed channel columns, tables of 231
"

plate and angle columns, tables of 226-228
"

plate and channel columns, tables of 236-242
"

rectangles, explanation of tables of 178
tables of 210-213

NAILS, standard cut wire and miscellaneous, tables of 386-389
NATURAL sines, cosecants, tangents, etc 516-522
NAUTICAL measure 559
NEWARK, extracts from building laws of 328-349
NEW HAVEN " 328-349
NEW ORLEANS,"

" " "" 328-349
NEW YORK, "

. . , . . 328-349
NUTS and bolts 362-367

dimensions of pin and pilot 382
"
right and left ,

t

379
square and hexagon, Franklin Institute standard 362-365

" Manufacturers' standard 370, 371
PARTITIONS, weights and dimensions of porous terra-cotta and hollow

brick for 69
PHILADELPHIA, extracts from building laws of 328-349
Pi, T, numerical combinations of 548, 549
PILES, wooden, safe loads and sizes for
PILOT nuts, bridge pins and pin nuts, dimensions of
PIN plates, table of bearing values of 359
PINS and rivets, explanation of tables of

dimensions of bridge 382
"

-

".
lateral 383

table of maximum bending moments on 360, 361

PIPE, weights, dimensions and properties of standard 390-392
PITTSBURGH, extracts from building laws of 328-349
PLATE and angle columns, safe loads for, notes on 222

tables of dimensions of 224, 225
" " moments of inertia and section

moduli of 226-228
"

safe loads for 248-267
channel " " dimensions of 232-235

".
" moments of inertia and section
moduli of 236-242

" "
safe loads for, series A 274-287

" B 288-301
girders, explanations of tables of safe loads for 305

safe loads for, tables of 317-326
"

stiffener angles and rivet spacing for, notes on 305
PLATES and sheets of steel, iron, copper and brass, weights of 436, 437

bearing, for I-beams and channels, table of
" "

shapes used as beams, notes on
buckle, dimensions of

circular, limiting sizes of 36, 37
weights of 464-467

edged, dimensions of 37

pin, table of bearing values of 359
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PAGE
PLATES, riveted, tables of areas to be deducted to obtain net areas of. 356, 357

"
tables of bearing values of 352, 353

rolled steel safety floor 90
sheared, tables of dimensions of 37-39
standard bearing, for I-beams and channels 64
stay, minimum sizes of, used with latticed channel columns. . 273

PORTLAND, extracts from building laws of
"

328-349
POUNDS and tons used in the U. S., comparison of 590

avoirdupois, equivalents in kilograms 582
PRESSED steel car parts 30
PROPERTIES, examples of use of tables of, for standard sections 179-180

explanation of tables of, for I-beams 176, 177
" channels 177
"

angles 178
of compound shapes, notes on 181

various sections, formulae for 168-175
tables for, angles, special, equal legs 202, 203

unequal legs 208, 209
standard, equal legs 198-201

unequal legs 204-207
channels, special and ship 188, 191

" standard 186, 187
bulb 192, 195

I-beams, special 184, 185
" standard 182-185

pipe, standard 390, 391
T-rails, standard, and crane rail 214

PROPORTIONS of sections of standard I-beams and channels. 27
PROVIDENCE, extracts from building laws of 328-349
RADII of gyration for two angles, back to back, equal legs 215

'

unequal legs 216, 217
" m * m a a u a

exarnple of use of
tables of 222

" "of various sections, formulae for 169-175
RAIL for cranes, cut of section of 26

" "
properties, weights and dimensions of

RAILS, T, properties, weights and dimensions of 214
RECIPROCALS, tables of 523-539
RECTANGLES, tables of moments of inertia of 210-213
RECTANGULAR hollow cast iron columns, strength of 304
REINFORCED concrete floor slabs 92, 93

" allowable unit stresses for , 93, 348
RIGHT and left nuts, dimensions of 379
RIVET and bolt grips in flanges of I-beams and channels 60, 61

RIVETED plates, area to be deducted to obtain net area of 356, 357
RIVETING, conventional signs for 351
RIVETS, areas to be deducted to obtain net area of riveted plates .... 356, 357

dimensions of heads after driving
for latticed channel columns, lattice bars and stay plates 272, 273
length of, required for different grips
spacing of, general rules for 305, 358

"
in latticed channel columns
"

plate girders, notes on
tables of maximum sizes of, in angles 62, 356

" " " I-beams and channels 62, 356
" "

shearing and bearing values of 352, 353
" "

spacing of

weight of round headed 368
" "

100, including 100 heads 355
ROCHESTER, extracts from building laws of 328-349
RODS, counter and lateral, with loop welded eyes, dimensions of 384, 385

'

solid or upset eyes, dimensions of ... 383
ROOFING, flat and corrugated steel sheets for 85

materials, weights of 84
weights of porous terra-cotta for 69
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PAGE
ROOF TRUSSES, coefficients and formulae for 86-89
ROOTS, square and cube, of fractions 444

*
*.'.'"..'* numbers 523-539

ROPE and cable measure 559
ROUND bars, circumferences, weights and areas of 451-457

upset screw ends for 372, 373
hollow cast iron columns, strength of 304

ROUNDS, dimensions of hand and guide
RULES for proportions of bolts and nuts, Franklin Institute standard. 363

"
rivet spacing for bridge and structural work 358

SAFE LOADS, explanation of tables of, flat and segmental floor arches.
"

for box and plate girders 305
'' " " " "

steel columns 222, 223
" *'...":** wooden beams 403-406

for angles used as beams, notes on
" I-beams and channels, notes on 100-105
"

beams, reduction in, due to lateral flexure
" various classes of wooden structures 407
maximum, for I-beams and channels, due to crippling of

web 94-97
superimposed for beams of uniform section 162-165
tables of, for angles used as beams 138-159

" beam box girders 306-316
"

chains 381
"

. channels 118-123
" channel and plate columns, Series A 274-287

" B 288-301
" hollow round cast iron columns 302, 303
" I-beams 106-117
" " used as columns 244-247
'

latticed channel columns 268-273
'

plate girders . . . . 317-326
"

terra-cotta floor arches 71-73
" wooden beams 416-421

SAFE unit stresses for timber 409-415
SAFETY factors for obtaining safe loads for wooden structures

" used in the safe loads for steel columns
SAN FRANCISCO, extracts from building laws of 328-349
SCREW ends, dimensions of upset, for flat bars 376

*
.

" " " round and square bars 372-375
threads, Franklin Institute standard 362, 363

SCREWS, wood, diameters of

SEATTLE, extracts from building laws of 328-349
SECONDS and minutes expressed as decimals of a degree 557
SECTION moduli for beams, explanation of

"
latticed channel columns

" "
plate and angle columns 226-228

" " channel columns 236-242
" " various sections, formulas for 169-175

SEGMENTS, circular; relations in 552, 553'

SEPARATORS for I-beams, cast iron standard and special 66, 67
SHEAR, maximum, at points of support for beams of uniform section. 162-165
SHEARED plates, dimensions of 37-3!

SHEARING values of rivets, tables of 352, 353
SHEET and tin bars

metal and wire gauges 434-443
SHEETS and plates of steel, wrought iron, copper and brass, weights of . 436, 437

thin sheared
SHEETING, flat and corrugated
SHIP channels, cuts of sections of < 13, 16

properties of 188-191
"

weights and dimensions of , 43, 44
SIDE stakes for cars, cut of section of

"
properties of 194, 19.

r
,

" " "
weights and dimensions of 46
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SIDING, flat and corrugated steel sheets for 85
SIGNS, conventional, for riveting 351
SLABS, reinforced concrete. 91-93

steel, dimensions of 34, 35
SLEEVE nuts, see Right and left nuts.

SOILS, safe bearing capacity of various 338
SOLID or cubic measure 560
SOLIDS, surfaces and volumes of 554-556
SPACING for I-beams and examples of the use of tables of 102-105

tables of 124-133
of channels for equal moments of inertia, notes on 222, 223

" " " " "
tables of 229

"
rivet and bolt holes in angles 62

SPACING of rivet and bolt holes in I-beams, channels and connection
angles 60, 61

"
rivets, rules for bridge and structural work 358

tables of 357
"

tie rods for tile arches, notes on and tables of 76, 77
SPANS, limiting, for I-beams and channels, notes and tables 94-97
SPECIFIC gravity tables for various kinds of timber 408

substances 424-433
SPECIFICATION, Manufacturers' standard, structural and boiler steel. . 393-402
SPIKES, cut steel, railroad, square boat, wrought and standard 386-389
SPLICES for riveted columns, typical details of 243
SQUARE bars, dimensions of >. . . 33

"
tables of weights and areas of

'

451-463
'

upset ends for 374, 375
or land measure . 559

SQUARE roots of fractions 444
" " numbers 523-539

SQUARES of numbers and fractional intervals 540-544
tables of 523-539

STAKES, car side, cut of section of v 23
*

properties of. . 194, 195
" "

weights and dimensions of- 46
STANDARD decimal gauge, table of 434

sections, formulae for moments of inertia of 166, 167

separators 66
STAY plates to be used with latticed channel columns 273
STEAM, gas and water pipe, sizes of 390-392
STEEL bars, tables of areas of flat rolled 468-473

" " "
weights of flat rolled 475-486

billets 34-36
blooms.. 34, 35
hoop or band, table of weights of 474
ingots . 32
Manufacturers' standard specifications of 393-402
rounds, hand and guide 33
slabs 34, 35
squares, dimensions of 33
weights of sheets and plates of 434, 437

STIFFENER angles for plate girders, notes on '. 305
ST. Louis, extracts from building laws of 328-349
ST. PAUL,

" " " " " 328-349
STRENGTH, coefficients of, for beams, explanation of tables of 176

of solid wooden columns, tables of 422, 423
"

steel columns, examples of 222
" medium steel 220, 221

" " "
soft steel 218,219

ultimate, of hollow round and rectangular cast iron columns 304
STRESS, reduction of, for beams due to lateral flexure 83

safe unit, for timber 409-415
STRIPS, flat rolled, tables of weights of 474
STRUCTURAL steel, Manufacturers' standard specifications 393
SURFACES and volumes of solids 554-556
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SYRACUSE, extracts from building laws of 328-349
TANGENT distances between fillets of I-beams and channels 60, 61

T-BARS, cuts of sections of 24, 2n
properties of 196, 197
weights and dimensions of

TERRA-COTTA floor arches, notes on, tables for 70-73
porous, notes and tables for 69

THRUST of arches, notes on 75, 78-81
TIE rods for arches, notes on

"
tile arches, notes and tables for spacing of 76, 77

TILE arches, breaking loads and tests for hollow floor 74
" notes and tables for spacing of tie rods for 76, 77

hollow, weights of, for floor arches 69
TIMBER, safe unit stresses for 409-415

table of breaking and working unit stresses for 409-415
" " safe loads for beams 416-421

TIMBER, table of specific gravities and weights per foot 408
" "

strength of solid wooden columns 422, 423
TIN bars 36
TONS and pounds used in the U. S., comparison of 590
TOP-GUARD angles, cuts of sections of 20

properties of 192, 193
"

weights and dimensions of 45
T-RAILS, properties, weights and dimensions of standard
TRIGONOMETRICAL formulae 512-515

functions, natural 516-522
TROY weight 558
TRUSSES, roof, coefficients and formulae for 86-89
TURNBUCKLES, dimensions of 378
ULTIMATE breaking unit stresses, in Ibs. per sq. in., for wood 409-415

strength of hollow, round and rectangular cast iron columns 304
" "

steel columns 218-221
UNIT stresses and loads from the building laws of various cities 328-349
UPSET eyes for counter and lateral rods

screw ends, dimensions of, for flat bars '. 376
" " * m round and square bars. ....... 372-375

VOLUMES and surfaces of solids 554-556
WASHINGTON, extracts from building laws of 328-349
WATER, steam and gas pipe, sizes of 390-392
WEB crippling in I-beams and channels 94-97
WEIGHTS and measures 558-561

" "
tables for converting 562-590

avoirdupois, troy and apothecaries' 558
of angles, special, equal legs

"
unequal legs '. 51

standard, equal legs

unequal legs 49, 50
bulb angles 45, 46
cast iron separators and bolts for I-beams 66, 67

" " " standard and special 66, 67
chains 381

channels, special and ship 43, 45
standard 42,43

flat arches of hollow brick -. .

"
rolled steel bars, tables of. 475-486

" "
strips, hoop or band steel 474

hollow brick and porous torra-cotta partitions 69
round cast iron columns 302, 303

"
tile floor arches and fireproof materials ."

I-beams, special
standard 40,41

ingots, steel

lattice bars to be used with latticed channel columns 272, 273
machine bolts, bolt heads and nuts, Mfrs.' standard .... 306, 367

369, 371
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WEIGHTS of machine bolts, with square heads and hexagon nuts,

Franklin Institute standard 364, 365
" minimum stay plates to be used with latticed channel

columns 273
porous terra-cotta, furring, roofing and ceiling 69
roofing materials 84
round headed rivets and bolts without nuts 368
rivets and rivet heads 355
sheets and plates of iron, steel, copper and brass 436, 437
square and round bars 451-463
standard pipe 390-392
standard T-rails and crane rail 214
various substances per cubic foot, tables of 424-433

per foot board measure and cubic foot for various kinds of
timber 408

WIRE and sheet metal gauges 434-443
WIRE gauges, in combined table 438-443

nails and spikes, standard and miscellaneous sizes 386-389
WOODEN beams, bearing at points of support, notes on 406

explanations of tables of safe loads for 403-406
"

tables of safe loads for 416-421
columns, notes on 403, 422

"
tables of strength of solid 422, 423

structures, moisture classification 407, 408
proportions of safe loads for 407
safety factors for 408

WOOD screws, diameters of 389
WORCESTER, extracts from building laws of 328-349
WROUGHT iron welded steam, gas and water pipe 392

"
weights of sheets and plates of 436, 437

spikes, weights and sizes of 389
Z-BAR, hatch section, cut of 23

properties of 190, 191
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